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Initiative puts Rec Center plans on hold
By Karen Salom
Because of the student vote, fees
for the Recreation and Events Center will not increase next semester.
The Student Union Board of Directors voted Tuesday to keep the fees
for the facility at $10 for fall 1984.
The fees, which were to be
raised to $40 next semester, have
been changed by an executive order
to stay at the $10 level, said S.U. Director Ron Barrett. The executive
order needs to be approved by President Fullerton and then brought before the Board of Trustees for final
approval, he added.
SUBOD is turning aside the former Rec Center plan and is reas-

Daily
budget
in the red;
may fold
By Tim Goodman
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
said yesterday she was not aware
that the university was "in imminent danger of losing the (Spartan)
Daily" although figures have been
released that show the contrary.
"Every once in a while, every
other year, every third year or
something like that, people say
we’re about to lose the Daily. We
never have been about to lose the
Daily," Fullerton said at her press
conference.
But Clyde Lawrence, adviser to
the Spartan Daily advertising staff,
released projected figures that show
the paper with a deficit of $79,550 at
the end of April.
The state controller’s office,
which does not take into consideration the $10,000 the Daily recently
received from the SJSU Associated
Students, shows a figure upward of
$90,000.
Lawrence said the Daily has a
"cash flow deficit," and the problem
has existed for some time. "We’ve
told everybody for about the last two
or three years that at some point we
couldn’t operate any longer. But
they didn’t listen," he said.
The reason the Daily has the
deficit is due in part to advertising
revenue that has yet to come in.
Lawrence estimates the Daily will
end the fiscal year June 30 with a
deficit of $58,150, but will receive
enough ad revenue to reduce that to
$5,350 by March 1985.
But Lawrence said that by having such a large debt, it becomes
necessary to pay off all the bills and
the paper can no longer continue to
hold off creditors and use some of
the money to start production in the
fall of 1984.
In February, Lawrence sent a
memo to Dennis Brown, chairman
of the Journalism and Mass Communications Department. It outlined the problems that the paper
was beginning to show that month.
"At this point it was apparent
that the problems had begun," he
said. He told Brown that ad revenue
was coming in the future, but "we
are facing a crisis now."
"It would be news to me that
anyone doubted ( the Daily) would
not be back next year," Fullerton
said. "So far as I know it’s never
been more than about $10,000 or $12,000 short in meeting its budget." She
added that most of the Daily’s operating cost is "borne by the state."
But Lawrence said the Daily’s
costs are paid for by its own revenue, and its A.S. subscription. "Anything the Spartan Daily orders or
contracts for is paid by Spartan
Daily money, not state money. Anybody who says (it’s not), is wrong,"
he said.
Brown said he was pleased
about the "prospects of the Daily
continuing next year," but added
that the situation was still serious.
"The current financial situation
is more serious than she indicates,"
he said. "The department is very
concerned about the prospect of not
publishing in the fall. This is the
worst condition the Daily’s been in
since I’ve been in the department .
"I think it can be retrieved," he
said. "But we have to get some solutions and some actions on the table,
because we have to plan ahead"

Executive order postpones raise in student fees
sessing it as a result of the student
election, Barrett said.
"It’s inappropriate to go ahead
to charge higher fees when we
(SUBOD) don’t even know we have
a project. We’re in a holding position," he said.
In an Associated Students general election last month, students
approved an initiative to terminate
the Rec Center’s construction by a
1,898 to 1,577 vote.
Since the student mandate.

SUBOD and members from "The
Committee to Stop the wRECk"
have worked together to make plans
for a final referendum to be put to
the student vote by Oct. 31, 1984.
SUBOD’s interpretation of the
student initiative was that students
did not approve of the plans for the
Rec Center, Barrett said.
"We’re not igorning the vote.
SUBOD is redesigning (the REC) to
be more in line with what the students want."

Ted Gehrke, chairman of SUB’
OD’s Rec Center Committee said,
"Without a positive vote, we
couldn’t raise the fees. The project
can’t go ahead without a ( positive)
student vote," he said.
Larry Dougherty, AS. vice
president and co-coordinator for
"The Committee to Stop wRECk"
said he feels the fee raise cancellation was accomplished by the vote.
The students voted to stop the
current Her Center plans and their

vote brought the fee down, Dougherty said.
Barrett, Gehrke and Dougherty
all serve on the Rec Center’s subcommittee which is working to resolve the Rec Center issue. They agreed that a decision of the Rec
Center fee after fall 1984 could not be
made until student input is evaluated.
"In the fall election, part of the
referendum will read, ’I’m in favor
of the following fee increase’ or ’I’m

SJSU buildings
withstand quake
this time

The a termath

By Mark Katches
Although SJSU administrators
are extremely pleased with the way
university buildings stood Tuesday’s earthquake, they did express
concern about certain buildings and
future earthquake safety.
"We came out of this better than
expected," said Henry Orbach associate executive vice president for facilities, development and operations. "Many of these buildings
haven’t really been tested in an
earthquake."
The quake, which registered 6.2
on the Richter scale and was centered 12 miles east of San Jose,
tested a great deal of California.
Orbach said SJSU incurred no
major structural damage, but did
experience superficial damage.
Ceiling tiles broke and plaster and
paint chipped in some classrooms
and buildings.
However, the search for damage has not ended said Executive
Vice President J. Handel Evans. He
said three types of buildings present
the most concern in an earthquake
situation.
Masonry buildings.
e Buildings with cornices.
High-rise buildings.
High-rise structures on campus
include Joe West Hall, the Business
Tower and Duncan Hall, Orbach
said.

SJSU Basketball Coach Bill Berry stands
amid the rubble in his kitchen at his Morgan Hill home. Tuesday’s 6.2 earthquake,

not in favor the following fee increase,’ "Barrett said.
He added the amount of the fee
will depend on the student input and
the cost projection of the Rec Center
plans. In the meantime, the $10 fee
will not increase.
Barrett hopes the Oct. 31 student vote will decide if the Rec Center plans will be continued or not.
"We’re somehow going to make
that the final referendum or it )the
Rec Center issue) will be prolonged
indefinitely."
With the current plans for the
facility, construction of the Rec Center is scheduled to begin in 1986 and
be opened for use in 1988, he said.

Cruig
hitting Morgan Hill the hardest, will be no
small clean up for the people who live
there. See story on page four,

"The higher the building the
more movement you will get," Orbach said. "We really don’t know
how safe any of our buildings are
until they are tested. This was an excellent test."
Damage to elevators is another
problem involving high-rise buildings.
Elevators in these buildings
shut down automatically when an
earthquake registers, Orbach said.
"That’s fine, unless you’re in an
elevator," Orbach said. "Then
you’re out of luck. Business Tower
elevators shut down during the
(May 2, 1983) Coalinga quake and
that wasn’t really even felt much up
here."
If anyone is trapped in an eleva-

tor, plant operations personnel are
dispersed to free them.
There are only a few masonry
buildings and no buildings with cornices on campus, Orbach said. Masonry buildings built with bricks include the residence halls and
Student Union.
Although he said bricks, which
are built on protruding cement slabs
on the Student Union, do present
cause for worry, Orbach pointed out
that everything held.
Operations
Director
Plant
George Connell said his personnel
responded to calls of possible structural damage at Duncan. MacQuarrie and Sweeney halls, and Clark
and Wahlquist libraries.
However, he said no indications
of damage could be found,
"All the buildings held up, but I
can’t tell you that any buildings will
withstand a 7.4 quake or a 6.2 for a
minute and a half for that matter,"
Connell said. "They build them in a
way to withstand quakes, but no one
can tell you how much they can
stand."
Orbach said all buildings were
designed to earthquake standards at
the time they were constructed.
However, Orbach mentioned that
standards were modified after the
San Fernando quake in 1971 which
killed 65 people and injured about
5,000. Buildings which did not meet
new codes were closed.
The Old Science Building, and
Woman’s Gym are two buildings
which were once condemned.
"Any buildings we consider unsafe we just close until we can rebuild them," Orbach said. "I don’t
believe any permanent buildings
need to change."
Orbach is chairman of the emergency planning committee and a
regular meeting will be held next
week to discuss improvements in
communications and coordination in
future emergencies.
"We learned a great deal from
this quake," Orbach said. "We know
we need to improve some areas and
communicate more with walkietalkies."

SJSU doesn’t rock during earthquake it rolls
9

By Melissa Calvo
Despite the magnitude of Tuesday afternoon’s earthquake, it is possible the 6.2
tremor centered 12 miles east of San Jose
was only the foreshock of what is yet to
come, according to Geology Department
Chairman John Williams.
"We’d like to think the first was the biggest, but (past) evidence shows that that’s
not always the case," Williams said.
Most of the information SJSU received
on the quake was from the University of California seismographic station in Berkeley
and the federal facility in Boulder, Colorado
SJSU does not have its own seismic
equipment because it is an expensive operation, he said. Costs include maintenance of
equipment and hiring specialized individuals to translate the information.
Referring to the difficulty in foreseeing
another earthquake or aftershocks, Williams said, "The geologic fault is not completely understood."
The difficulty of forecasting is in inter-

preting the different traits of an earthquake
such as magnitude, distance from epicenter,
ground conditions and buildings. The past
history of a fault also weighs heavily in forecasting earthquakes.
Tuesday’s quake centered on the Calaveras Fault, which passes through San Jose

down period and occur in a decaying manner, he said.
Tuesday’s earthquake could cause
movement of other faults in the state, Williams said.
SJSU is located in an area saturated

’Generally, it’s like hammering a block of metal it
vibrates quickly. The buildings (at SJSU) have been
designed to withstand (’arthquakes, but nothing is
really earthquake proof.’
John Williams
Geology Department chairman
and meets with the San Andreas Fault in
Hollister.
Williams said "Like any breakage
(shifting of a fault), there is a period of adjustment."
Aftershocks are part of the settling

with ground water, which in layman’s terms
is as if we were sitting on a giant bowl of
jello, he said. Because of this geologic structure, the ground takes a rolling motion during an earthquake and does not rumble as
other areas.

"Generally, it’s like hammering a block
of metal it vibrates quickly," he said. The
ground material in this part of San Jose
transmits seismic waves slower, therefore
the ground does not vibrate quickly. Williams said
"The buildings at SJSU have been designed to withstand earthquakes, but nothing is really earthquake proof." he said.
Stanford University Prof. James Gere,
a structural engineer who specializes in
studies of how earthquakes wreck buildings,
said, "How much damage you get is not only
a function of how much the ground moves,
but what the building is like, not just old and
new
"All we can dots look at historic events"
in predicting when and where the next earthquake will hit "It’s a great big jigsaw puzzle
when movement takes place," he said in reference to the shifting of California faults.
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AIDS epidemic:
time for concern
Many people are insensitive and unconcerned about
the recent AIDS epidemic that is plaguing our society.
Of course, only a select number of people are contracting AIDS, but the entire country is being affected
by this killer disease, and everyone should be concerned
about its spread.
Because of the prejudice against gays anu their sexual preference, people are taking AIDS as a joke and
saying things such as, "Why should I be concerned
about AIDS? I’m not gay."
Well, those people should be concerned. Gays are
not the only people who are contracting AIDS. There are
other people who are at high risk for contracting the disease.
Of course, there are those who put themselves at
high risk; gays and intravenous drug abusers. But what
about innocent babies, or people who are receiving
blood transfusions and are contracting AIDS because
our blood supply is being contaminated?
So for those who are not concerned and think its just
staying in the gay community think again.
The general population doesn’t really have to worry
about getting AIDS because, so far, evidence shows that
the disease can’t be spread by eating in the same restaurant or riding on the same bus with carriers.
These, and many other assumptions people are
coming up with, are ridiculous.
Most of the assumptions being made just show how
ignorant people can be when they don’t understand
something or are not informed about it.
When people are uninformed and scared, they tend
to find excuses to hide their fear and ignorance.
It’s true that doctors aren’t positive AIDS can’t be
spread other ways besides sexually, through drug abuse
or transfusions. This should be all the more reason for
people to be concerned about the epidemic.
I’m not saying that everybody has to get out there
and get personally involved in trying to stop AIDS. But if

the government knew that more people were seriously
tioncerned about the AIDS epidemic, then maybe they
Would take the situation a little more seriously and alloC,ate money for more research.
But the general population is not the only group who
should take an interest in trying to find a cure for AIDS.
People who are at high risk should take responsibility
for their actions.
: We all know that people’s sexual habits can’t be regulated, but gay men should take some precautions to try
to help in the controlling the spread of AIDS. Closing the
bath houses isn’t going to do it.
choose to think differently.
to put themselves in the high risks categories unnecessarily, but everyone should make this epidemic a concern of theirs and stop joking about it. It’s no joke.
AIDS is not just killing gay men and drug users, it’s
although some people
killing other human beings
choose to think different.
If more people would look beyond sexuality, and realize that our society is dealing with a killer disease,
then maybe more money and time can be given to trying
to find the cause and the cure for AIDS. Then, hopefully,
we won’t have to worry about this dreaded disease
again.

Some never find the road home
I know what it is, It’s those damned Pacific Bell
commercials urging me to "reach out and touch someone" and warning me "don’t drift away" that make me
my fly to New York, Florida or Arizona wherever my
old pals have situated themselves.
No one ever visits me here in the fun-filled land of
San Jose, but I am not deterred. I continue to feed my
nostalgia addiction by flying off to distant states. And
it’s usually insightful and enjoyable except this time.
A friend called during Easter vacation, and invited
me to Santa Monica where she is visiting cousins.
"Hmm," I thought. "The beach, the celebrities, the
old times." I left that night on a midnight cheapie flight.
It mattered little to me that five years had whizzed
by. I believed the common thread was still between us.
She and I had laughed our way through 10 years of snow,
Catholic schools and other odious situations that living
in Buffalo brings. Though we were lecherous, wild and
demanding, we were still serious about our future careers.
Even if she had changed, I figured, we’d talk about
the past over a couple of long island iced teas. During
my stay, however, I was faced with something I hadn’t
counted on. I couldn’t stand her at all. She was obnoxious, crude, boring and negative about whatever we encountered. She was a tragic travesty of the old Gloria I
knew.
The first shock hit when she came up to me at the
airport. The theme from "Twilight Zone" rang through
my ears as I hugged this person claiming to know me.
Instead of a black-haired Italian beauty, I saw a punk
with orange streaks running haywire through a short
shock of hair. Her once tawny skin was covered with
pink pink cheeks, pink eyelids, pink lips.
I decided to overlook the freakish exterior because
it’s the heart and soul that counts. Wrong.
I learned how wrong I was the next morning when I
awoke to the sound of expletives burning off my ears.
She was on the phone screaming at her mother who had
neglected to send money for her remaining stay. Later,
she told me she hadn’t worked in two years and her parents support her. I didn’t have the heart to tell her that
saying "f--- off" to your mother will not exactly bring in
the cash.
Though we had plans to tour Universal Studios, and
obtain tickets for the Johnny Carson show, we did neither because it took her three hours to make the "moral
decision" to use her aunt’s new Cutlass Supreme.
I coerced her into it, but we didn’t get very far. What
we saw was the streets of LA, since she didn’t have the
patience to drive while I used the 100-page tourist’s
guide.
We took two wrong turns and she slammed on the
brakes, got out, beat on the hood, bit her knuckles and
swore at me. Yup, she was still Italian in temperament,
sounding just like her father whose favorite line was
"take a f----- flying leap in a rolling doughnut."
When she wasn’t swearing, she was silent. What
happened to all the rapport between us? In an attempt to
The forum page is your page. The Daily encourages
readers’ comments on any topic. The viewpoints expressed in opinion articles and cartoons are those of
the author. Editorials appearing on this page are the

bring back her famous cackle. I told her of my most hilarious California experiences; I told her about the jogger masturbating at 3 a.m. on a friend’s front porch
while we watched thriller movies; I told her about getting "pleasantly plowed" at a 49er game and offering a
thermos of brandy to the man next to me who unfortunately turned out to be my father’s boss.
Yes, I told her my choice stock stories but all I got

out of her was a horrifyingly fake "Ha ha ha, that’s
s00000 funny."
By nightfall I was pulling my hair out and did what
only a desperate woman could do, I had her drive me to
a plush lounge in Marina Del Rey where I proceeded to
get bombed out of my mind. It turned out lobe the highlight of my trip.
A strange Japanese man kept sending me drinks,
and later came up to me to say "Americans so aggressive and pushy, but you my little school teacher, you
gentle." Other men stopped by including one Dustin
Hoffman look-alike and one Flip Wilson look-alike. We
all drank, discussed reincarnation, diaMonds and
relationships, and drank some more. Soon it was 2 a.m.
and my friend was swearing at me and dragging me out
of the bar.
In my drunken state, I told her our bond had been
severed and I was leaving the next night. While we wandered around the coast trying to find the road home
which I still can’t pronounce we finally communicated. It was then I realized she had never grown up
out of her dreamish girlhood. She wasn’t satisfied with
anything because she lived in a fantasy world where careers, men and fame swoop by on silver platters.
She wants to go into advertising but she’s never
been to college or any other learning environment. She
wants a man who’s "older, know’s where he’s going, is
handsome, dark, with a mustache, good body, smart
and aggressive," but she’s dated but two men in her 23
years.
I said these things must be attained through sweat
and sometimes tears. She said God will send them to her
if he wants her to have them.
When I left all I could say was goodbye. I saw her
hurt and angry that I wasn’t like her too, that I had left
my girlhood, that we had grown up in different environments that created a gap even the past can’t bridge.
I say on to the future and forget the "don’t drift
away" message. Sometimes you have to.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Depo Drovera. According to your article, the success
Objective for rapist punishment
rate is 85 percent, far better than any other alternative.
In the case of the torture rape cited in your article,
is to insure crime isn’t repeated
or for repeat offenders, these men have shown them-

lam writing in response to the Depo Provers article
in the April 11 Spartan Daily.
I think we should clarify our objectives here before
we discuss courses of action for rapists. The objective is
to do our best to make sure the crime is not repeated. It
?Mows, then, that punishment or revenge is not what we
need.
Revenge may make us feel as though justice has
been served, but it breeds hate and resentment in the
mind of the criminal. Assuming he is ever going to be released, he would never be safe alone with a potential victim.
What has been shown to work, for those rapists who
can be rehabilitated, is a program of psychotherapy and

With the rumble ha th cometh a riddle:
What makes buildings sway, fixtures rattle and
people frantic? Answer: Mother Nature when she
starts break dancing.
And she put on quite a show Tuesday, rockin’
and rollin’ to a 6.2 tune of "crust music." San Joseans discovered that this was one hot momma who
could shake her booty.
Mother Nature will do anything to make headlines. She’s a glory hog. When she kicks up dust in
the Midwest, she makes the front page of every
newspaper. Being shoved on the pages with the
obituaries and the hog report is below her.
Like everyone else, "The Kahlumnist" was impressed by Ma Nate Tuesday. She delivered a powerful and devastating performance in a half-minute
role tor was it roll?). Ma Nate was the talk of the
campus and the Bay Area community. And naturally, everyone has a war story of where they were,
what they were doing and what they were thinking
when "she" struck.
I saw the incident as a great story but one
with a twist. Every other journalist was scurrying
around San Jose tabulating damage estimates and
tossing around big words such as "epicenter" and
"aftershocks."
Not me. I had THE angle to THE story of the
year for I sought no sensational second-hand accounts.
Instead, I set forth to interview the Big Momma
-- Calamity Jane up-close and personal. Mother
Nature’s untold story. She was my ticket to "Scoop
of the Century."
My questions were neatly ordered and direct:
"Was this your best performance in the Bay
Area since 1906?"
"When do you plan to return to SJSU?"
"Will you hit other campuses"
"How do you remain so low-key with all the fan
reaction and publicity you’ve gotten?"
"How do you feel about plate tectonics?"
"I read in the ’Seismology Enquirer’ that California is your favorite state. Why? Is it the beaches
and local hot spots?"
"What’s your favorite color?"
"What’s your sign?"
As prepared as I felt, I was warned that Mother
Nature is a recluse and doesn’t grant interviews. I
searched the campus for her, but she was nowhere
to be found. Ma Nate had created quite a stir with
her 1:15 performance and 2 o’ clock aftershock. Everybody was yakking about her.
However, rumor had it that Ma Nate has received unfavorable reviews from everyone in the
past. News like that wasn’t going to stop me. It was
blatantly obvious that she needed a dose of favorable publicity. I found it fascinating the way she
rumbled through campus and then disappeared
without so much as a press conference. She had the
campus buzzing.
Now that’s charisma.
But, an interview like this requires handling
with kid gloves. Putting Ma Nate at ease is the key.
Nothing is worse for a reporter’s ego than having an
interview ruined with a question that spurs an
earth-shattering response. I can’t type very well
from a pile of rubble.
The way I figure it. I’ll break the big story of
Mother Nature’s break dancing antics, which
should catapult me to bigger, better and brighter
horizons. I’ll tie the Hands of Time, write constructive reviews about acts of God and cover other
blockbuster newsmakers.
However, Mother Nature is my first priority.
But she’d better take it easy on us. Tuesday’s jolt
was a case of a mother inflicting child abuse.

selves to be very sick. I seriously doubt the effectiveness
of any course of therapy for Chem. With an attitude of
self-protection, then they should be killed as humanly as
possible. If the death penalty is found to be morally objectionable, then life in prison would also work.
Some people say that involuntary drug therapy or
the death penalty is a violation of the rapist’s human
rights. I say that failure to take the most effective action
possible to prevent repeat offenses is a violation of
human rights of every potential victim in the country
that means your mother or my girlfriend.
Matt Poultney
Industrial Technology
freshman
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David Kennedy
State water bill clears first hurdle
found dead in hotel
PALM BEACH, Fla. ( AP David
Anthony Kennedy, the troubled 28year-old son of the late Sen. Robert F.
Kennedy, was found dead in his hotel
room yesterday, police said.
Kennedy had a history of drug
problems but police would not immediately say what caused the death, except
that there was no evidence of foul play.
Palm Beach Police Sgt. Henry
Marchman said the body was found in
Room 107 of the Brazilian Court Hotel,
where Kennedy had been staying alone.
Police Capt. William Shetron confirmed the body was Kennedy’s.
"There’s no sign of foul play. The
investigation is continuing," he said.
In Washington, an aide to Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, Robert Shrum, said
that he had no details on the death.
In a brief statement Sen. Kennedy
said: "For all the members of our family, including David’s mother, Ethel,
and his brothers and sisters, who tried
so hard to help him in recent years. All
of us loved him very much. With trust
in God, we all pray that David has finally found the peace that he did not
find in life."
A first-aid call was received by police from the hotel between 11:35 a.m.
and 11:40 am, Shetron said.
A hotel spokesman said Kennedy
had been in town on a family vacation,
and had been going back and forth between the hotel and the nearby winter
home of his grandmother, Rose Kennedy.
The body was found by Elizabeth
Barnett, a front desk secretary,
according to Josephine Dampier, the
hotel manager’s secretary.
Dampier said she asked Barnett to

check the room because a Mrs. Kennedy had called from Boston at around
11:30 a.m. and "asked if I’d mind
checking David’s room because none of
the family had seen him last night and
he was supposed to be on a plane to Boston this morning." It was not immediately known to which Mrs. Kennedy she
referred.
Mrs. Dampier said Kennedy had
checked in Friday with a brother, but
she didn’t know which one.
In 1979, Kennedy reported he was
robbed of $30 in a seedy Harlem hotel in
New York City that police described as
a dope supermarket.
A police source said at the time
that Kennedy, then 24, was there to buy
cocaine. Kennedy was then hospitalized with a heart infection sometimes
associated with narcotics abuse.
After that, Kennedy was treated
for drug addiction by Sacramento,
Calif., drug abuse counselor Donald
Juhl, who conducted "live-in" therapy.
In 1980, Kennedy was arrested for
investigation of drunken driving. He
later pleaded guilty and was fined $380
in Sacramento.
At that time, Juhl said the drug therapy had ended earlier in the year and
added, "As far as the problems of the
past go, they’re all over. He is in no
kind of trouble."
Kennedy re-enrolled in Harvard
University in 1982, where he had a year
to go toward an undergraduate degree.
In Palm Beach, Fla. Police Sgt.
Henry Marchman said today the body
was found in Room 107 of the Brazilian
Court Hotel.
He said he had no information on
the cause of death or the identity of the
dead man.

said. "The arrogance of his remark is not becoming of his office."
Deukmejian said he would proceed under
authority granted in the bill that authorized the
state Water Plan, passed by the Legislature in
1959 and by the people the following year.
David Kennedy, Deukmejian’s director of
water resources, told the committee he had no
intention of defying the Legislature.
"The problem that we have is that the authority to proceed was also granted by the Legislature."
Kennedy said that a series of unsuccessful
amendments offered by Sen. Dan McCorquodale, D-San Jose, had been mostly outdated by
events which have occurred since the Peripheral Canal debate.
For instance, he said the U.S. Supreme

SACRAMENTO (AP) The main bill in
Gov. George Deukmejian’s $1 billion state
water plan cleared its first legislative committee yesterday with bipartisan and north-south
support.
A 7-2 vote of the Senate Agriculture and
Water Committee sent SB1369 by the committee chairman, Sen. Ruben Ayala, D-Chino, to
the Senate Finance Committee.
At the hearing, Sen. John Garamendi, DWalnut Grove, who is not a member of the committee, sat in to denounce Deukmejian’s
statement that he would proceed with the plan
even if the Legislature rejects it.
"If he ever tries to build a project without
legislative approval, he’s likely to have a water
war far in excess of anything that was connected with the Peripheral Canal," Garamendi

Chemical outhouses
looked at by Assembly

Feminists and fundamenINDIANAPOLIS (AP)
talists united Tuesday in praising a new ordinance defining violent pornography as sex discrimination, but some
movie projectionists and booksellers worried they could
now be sued for distributing material such as "Tarzan."

SACRAMENTO (AP) Toxic waste
pits, termed "chemical outhouses," would
be closed if within a half-mile of drinking
water sources, under a bill approved Tuesday by an Assembly committee.

ponds, but Katz said there are an estimated 800 ponds in the state. Many of
them have leaked their dangerous chemicals into nearby water supplies, he said.

Also approved were bills to require
toxic waste dumps to have fences and
warning signs, local government to have
some say in which streets trucks carrying
hazardous stuff should use, and the state
to design a program to test food for dangerous chemicals.
The action by the Consumer Protection and Toxic Materials Committee sent
all the bills to the Ways and Means Committee.

The bill would require all such ponds
found to be within a half-mile of a drinking
water source to be closed by June 30, 1986.
It would also require regional water quality boards to inspect all surface impoundments once a year. The bill would also require any such pit found to be leaking to be
closed unless it could be equipped with a
double liner and monitoring system.
Mike Paparian of the Sierra Club said
toxic pits are "basically chemical outhouses."

The toxic pit bill, AB3566 by Assemblyman Richard Katz, D-Sepulveda, is
aimed at unlined ponds that firms use to
hold chemicals.
The Department of Health Services
has issued 143 permits for such pits or

The bill was opposed by the state
Water Resources Control Board, which is
proposing regulations for inspection and
monitoring of the pits, but without a mandatory closing related to nearness to
water supplies.

’I feel my civil rights as a woman
are violated by pornography.’
Wagner

Sue
On Monday night, the City -County Council passed the
NOW Indianapolis chapter president
ordinance that opens distributors of violent pornography
to civil rights lawsuits. The proposal, passed by a 24-to-5
vote, was expected to be signed into law soon by Mayor ties. The city’s Equal Opportunity Advisory Board could
order a halt to discriminatory action, such as the selling
William H. Hudnut III, who has expressed support for it.
Sheila Suess Kennedy, a local attorney for Media Co- of an offending book or magazine.
n
o
it
il
a
the
publishing
groups,
saidrepresents
Inc., which
measure will affect many books, not just those sold in
adult bookstores, and movies such as the "Tarzan" series
and "Psycho."
"I think you would see booksellers becoming so timid
that they would stock only those things approved by Walt
Disney," she said.
"If I ran one of those (bookstores), I would start going
through the shelves and taking off anything that is the
least controversial."
But Sue Wagner, president of the local chapter of the
National Organization for Women, said, "I do feel violence increases in society in direct relationship to the examples we have before us."
Wagner said the chapter had not taken a stand on the
ordinance, but said she personally supports it. "I feel my
civil rights as a woman are violated by pornography,"
she said.
Councilwoman Beulah A. Coughenour, who sponsored
the ordinance, said she introduced it because locally "our
obscenity laws have not been of very much value to us."
Vernon Kesterson, president of Local 194 of the Moving Picture Machine Operators, said his union is concerned about possible loss of jobs and arrests of projectionists.
"I think most of them (projectionists) think this will
be overturned in court," Kesterson said. "Mostly, our
members are worried there’ll be a few arrests just to try
it."
However, the measure calls for no criminal penali-
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Opponents say the measure violates rights of freedom
of expression. Both sides say the U.S. Supreme Court
probably will be asked to decide the issue eventually.
Mark Dall, the council’s assistant corporate counsel,
who is responsible for defending the ordinance in court,
said he expects a suit to be filed shortly after the measure
is signed into law.
But Dail said distributors of non-violent pornography
will not be affected by the measure.
"The ordinance is actually very narrow in scope. It’s
only concerned with violent pornography. I think they
(distributors) have overlooked that," Daltsaid.

Army drops Caltech ties
do," said Richard MontPASADENA (AP)
The Arroyo Center, an gomery, director of the
Army think tank criticized center, adding that talks
by students and faculty have been held with acasince it began operating demic institutions and nonlast year, will sever its ties profit organizations.
Neither Montgomery
with the California Institute of Technology’s Jet nor Pilnacek would elabPropulsion Laboratory, an orate.
Previously, Pilnacek
official says.
"The decision should said the Army was interthe ested in keeping the center
be made within
month," Army spokesman near Pasadena so it could
draw on the talents availsaid
Maj. Robert Pilnacek
Tuesday by telephone from able at Caltech and JPL.
Earlier this year, CalWashington, D.C.
the tech’s involvement in the
said
Pilnacek
Army "is looking at other Defense
Department
possible associations" for through the center brought
the controversial center, criticism from faculty
but that a move probably members, who informally
won’t come for three to six voted to urge the institute
to sever the tie.
months.
"It’s the Army’s deciCaltech still has two
sion as to what they want to years to run on a three-

WE’VE SPENT
31 YEARS
HELPING YOU MAKE
THIS DECISION

When Harper said he waived the report on his
"independent judgment" after considering advice
from Ladar and the judge, U.S. District Judge Samuel Conti sternly declared:
"My advice to you is, it is to your advantage to
have a pre-sentence report which could be of help to
you in the future."
Harper replied he wanted to precede without
the report and the judge then approved the waiver.
Ladar would not disclose the major legal interest for his advice. But he said another interest was
that the report would be sent to the institution
where Harper would be confined and would "find
its way" to prisoners. That could result in a "potential risk" to Harper’s well being, Ladar said.
The attorney also noted that Harper would not
have provided financial data required by the report
because that is a matter of litigation with the Internal Revenue Service.
The report would have been prepared by the
U.S. Probation Department.
Ladar said a good deal of the information that
would have been in the report by the U.S. Probation
Department has already come before Conti.
Conti said he wanted to make certain Harper
knew what he was doing in waiving the right to a
pre-sentence report and would not have any
grounds to later say he unknowingly waived his
right.
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SELL IT QUICKLY!
We’ve put all
our eggs
into one big basket.
Wheels & Deals, the world’s first and largest , service exclusively for private party vehicle ’
sales, has combined its San Jose and Mountain
View operations at one location.
Now, all of our buyers and sellers will benefit
from the more than 200 vehicles all displayed at
one large South Bay location of Wheels & Deals.
901 E. El Camino Real
Mt. View, CA 94040

421 3473
312 Sutler Street
San Francisco CA 94108

(At the Sunnyvale Border)

(415) 965-8062
M F 10 8. Sat 10 6 Sun Closed

You’ve found that someone special, and it’s time to
select the ideal engagement ring, a gift that will be a symbol of
your love forever.

4

Choosing the gem and mounting takes time and care.
At Morton Jewelers, we know how important this decision is
and offer you our 31 years of experience to help you select the
consummate ring. Our expert gemologists will help you choose
the ideal gem and mounting for your engagement set, giving
you the freedom to create your own expression of love.
Morton jewelers
Certified Gemologists, American Gem Society
625 Town &Country Village, Ian Jose
Open Monday through Saturday, 10-5:30, Thursdays ’tti 9

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
James Durwood
Harper, awaiting sentencing for passing U.S. missile secrets to Polish agents, waived a pre-sentencing report yesterday despite a judge’s stern warning he may regret that decision in years to come.
Harper, who pleaded guilty April 16, said he
wanted to follow the advice of his attorney. The laws
yer, Jerrold Ladar, said later it was not in Harper’s
"legal best interest to have the pre-sentence report
prepared."

THE

year contract with the
Army, but university President Marvin Goldberger
said the military is "very
anxious that a new sponsor
be found rapidly."
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Man waives
’advantageous’
post-trial right

Bill to close toxic waste pits near water sources

New porno statute causes controversy

Court has ruled that the federal government
must follow state water law, and the state and
federal government have reached agreement
on maintaining water quality in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta.
However, Kennedy said he was close to approving some amendments strengthening protections for fish in the Delta, and expects to
offer them as the bill moves along.
SB1369 would authorize widening of natural channels through the Delta to enable more
water to be shipped south to the San Joaquin
Valley and Southern California. It also would
authorize construction, if needed, of a crossDelta channel, which would amount to the
northern third of the Peripheral Canal, and
construction of pump-storage reservoirs below
the Delta where winter runoff could be stored.
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LEARN
and earn
more than $1,000
a month.
The Air Force College Senior Engineering
Program is open to students in electrical,
nuclear, and architectural engineering. If
you qualify for the program, you’ll receive
Air Force pay and allowances while you
complete your final year. If you’re an engineering junior, senior, or graduate senior,
call:

TSGT WALT STEPNITZ
285 S First Street #550
San Jose, CA 95113
(408)275-9058
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Shattered
Tuesday’s quake
represented a
shattering
experience for SJSU
Basketball Coach Bill
Berry and his wife
Reese. Their Morgan
Hill home was
devestated. At right a
photo frame holding a
photo of a young Bill
lies shattered while
Reese’s child photo
remains unscathed.
Below, Reese reacts
to the disaster’s
impact.

Earthquake hits home
for SJSU basketball coach
Tremor interrupts Berry’s first sick day in 22 years
By Monte Poole
MORGAN HILL SJSU basketball coach Bill Berry
was sleeping in the bedroom of his Morgan Hill home
when he felt the room dancing to the sounds of Tuesday
afternoon’s earthquake.
"It was a strange way to wake up," Berry said, "not
what I would recommend for an alarm clock.
Berry is almost never at home during the early afternoon, but he was lying in bed resting from the effects of
a severe backache suffered during a basketball workout
Monday. He fell into a comfortable sleep after watching
TV.
When he woke up from his first "sick" day in 22
years, the house was twisting and he was trapped in the
bedroom.
"The place was bouncing and shaking, the whole
room was distorted," the 42-year-old Berry said. "At
first, all I could do was hold on ( to the mattress). Then, I
had to pick up the dressers just to get out of the bedBerry was alone in the home when the earthquake hit
His wife, Reese, was driving to meet a dental appointment and his daughter. Pam, was attending classes at
Live Oak High School in Morgan Hill.
Maybe it was best that they didn’t see the destruction
the damage is not yet totalled wreaked during the actual trembling. But what they saw in the aftermath was
sad, scary and costly.
Cracks appeared in the driveway. One of the family.
cars went so askew in the driveway that it left skid marks
Every drawer and cabinet in the house opened and spilled
its contents. Not a single piece of furniture was left standing. Food was scattered throughout the kitchen.
"There’s not a dish left in the house," Reese, 40, said
She didn’t feel the earthquake, but abruptly left the den
tist’s office and hurried home when she heard about it

"I cried every time I looked," she said.
Although Bill and Reese wanted to stay home Tuesday night, Pam, 16, refused to spend the night there. The
family, which has lived in this peaceful Morgan Hill
neighborhood of rolling hills for five years, spent the night
with friends.
"There were tears, fears, and a whole lot of consoling," Berry said about the reaction throughout the neighborhood.
Possessions accumulated by the Berrys for many
years were completely ruined. Reese’s prized owl collection was partially destroyed.
"I started crying when I walked through the house,"
Berry said. "But then I thought ’This isn’t going to do any
good,’ so I just checked for damage."
Although the Berry’s Oak Ridge Court home sus-

it was contamed plenty of damage none structural
sidered safe. The house next door, about 10 yards away,
was condemned.
Berry’s secretary in the SJSU basketball office, Lori
Torres, who lives a short drive away from Berry in Morgan Hill, came home to a floor filled with broken curios.
"We have an antique bureau with a mirror and it was
smashed," Torres said. "So were the clay figures that
used to line the wall of the house. All kinds of china was
broken, too."
Torres also said there was no structural damage to
her home, but that the street leading to Berry’s home was
closed to visitors.

While Bill is interviewed by reporters,
Reese compares reports of damage caused
by the quake with a neighbor in front of the
Berry’s Morgan Hill home. The crack
spanned the width of the Berry’s driveway.
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Computers measure work performance
BALTIMORE (AP)
The next time you call an air
line for a reservation or a magazine company for a sub
scription, there may be a third party monitoring your
call: a computer
It’s not what you and the operator say to each other
that matters to the computer, it’s how long you chat.
In a growing number of service industries, phone
calls are monitored by computer to gauge employee efficiency, and some workers resent it.
A telephone operator in Baltimore with 16 years experience was fired recently because computerized records
indicated her speed didn’t meet the "Average Work
Time" standard established by, her employer, AT&T
Communications, a subsidiary of the American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
Operator Maevon Garrett said AT&T officials told

Companies push for speed and accuracy
her "my quality of work was good . . . but I overextended
myself to customers and stayed on the phone too long."
Garrett was later reinstated, with only a two-week
suspension on her record, following a protest by the Cornmunia tions Workers of America.
Computerized tracking of job performance continues,
and not just in the phone company.
"We have time standards for reservation agents,"
said Trans World Airline spokesman David Venz. "We
have certain time standards in which we essentially expect agents to make a sale or conclude a call."
"We know what the average conversation time is for

Libya detains British diplomats
LONDON ( AP)
Envoys of Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy
yesterday tried to work out details
for evacuating the besieged Libyan
embassy, and detectives questioned
one of the Khadafy "revolutionaries" who had been running the embassy.
Libya, meanwhile, indicated it
would detain British diplomats in
Tripoli until its embassy staff leaves
Britain. British officials ordered the
London embassy vacated by Sunday

Citing diplomatic
privilege, the
Libyans have
refused to let British
investigators inside
to try to find the
killer.
midnight as part of a decision to cut
diplomatic ties with Libya.
On Tuesday, British authorities
expelled the personal representative of Khadafy from London, arrested another Khadafy lieutenant
and detained eight Libyan students
at London’s Heathrow Airport.
The siege began April 17 after
someone inside the embassy fired at
a crowd of demonstrators who were
outside protesting Khadafy’s regime. A policewoman was killed and
11 students were injured in the
shooting.
Citing diplomatic privilege, the
Libyans have refused to let British
investigators inside to try to find the

merely voices. someone to get rid of as soon as you possibly can."
Street, who remains president of CWA Local 2110 despite her retirement, said, "I was told when I was trained
you take care of quality, you take care of accuracy, and
quantity and speed will take care of itself."
Charles Thornton, assistant vice president at AT&T
Communications, said operators’ wages and training
make up the most expensive part of providing service.
The company’s "first and foremost objective is providing high quality service," Thornton said, but it’s also
"very important to make sure our costs are low, and we
are fair to the ratepayers."
At the Postal Service in Washington, spokeswoman
Jeanne O’Neill said letter carriers are inspected annually
by supervisors who accompany them to see whether
"enough time has been allocated to deliver the mail."
O’Neill said the Postal Service also hires outside companies to conduct studies on how long certain sorting procedures should take.
"Letter sorting machine operators . . . are required
to key in one piece of mail per second. And of course we’re
very careful to check their error rate," O’Neill said.
The president of Local 202 of the National Alliance of
Postal and Federal Employees Union in Baltimore said
he felt sorting one piece of mail per second was "too
much."
"The employee’s working conditions should be
brought down to a point where he could be more relaxed
and could be more accurate," said Clifton Harris, president of Local 202. He added that union workers hoped the
issue would be brought up during contract negotiations
this year.
Management’s response is that the quality of work is
not overlooked in the quest for efficiency. In fact, management says, the two go hand in hand.
"It’s not just speed, but accuracy that’s factored into
this and continuity of this accuracy and so on," O’Neill
said.

killer. Police marksmen have surrounded the embassy since the
shooting.
Three envoys of Khadafy, sent
at Britain’s request, met early yesterday with Foreign Office Undersecretary Sir John Leahy to lay the
groundwork for the embassy’s evacuation, a Foreign Office spokesman
said. The order to vacate the building could mean the killer will escape
prosecution.
Leading the Libyan delegation
in London was Col. Abdul Rahman
Shaibi, a police intelligence expert
and a minister for external security.
The other two officials were identified as Nasir Ashur and Ahmed
Said.
Anti-terrorist detectives from
Scotland Yard today questioned Matooq Muhammed Matooq, one of
Khadafy’s trusted revolutionaries.
Matooq was arrested in west London
Tuesday.
He was part of a committee of
four "revolutionary students" who
seized control of the embassy on
Feb. 18, apparently on Khadafy’s orders, because the diplomats were
said to have not been taking a tough
enough anti-Western line.
Anti-Khadafy Libyan exiles
here said the committee’s main mission was to coordinate attacks on
dissidents in Britain. Police have
linked a bombing at Heathrow on
Friday night to anti-Khadafy bombings in London March 10.
British authorities expelled the
leader of the four-man committee,
Ghadir Baghdadi, 34, Tuesday,
charging his presence here was "not
conducive to the public good."
The third committee member

v.as deported Monday, and the
fourth returned to Tripoli a week before the siege began.
Eight Libyans, described as students, were detained at Heathrow
Airport on Tuesday after they flew
in from Tripoli, Libya’s capital, and
Belgrade, Yugoslavia.
According
to
intelligence
sources, London’s The Daily Mirror
reported, there are two dozen Beretta submachine guns with silencers and Spanish Starr handguns ins
"huge arsenal" in the Libyan embassy.
Scotland Yard, London’s police
agency, declined comment on the
newspaper report. Libyans in the
embassy have claimed they have no
weapons.

Pot plants
netted in raid
REDWAY (AP)
The first
raids Tuesday of the spring Campaign Against Marijuana Planting
netted 1,750 small marijuana plants.
state Attorney General John Van de
Kamp reported.
Van de Kamp said the plants
would have been worth $1.5 million
to $2 million if all had been female
and all had been harvested when
mature.
The report said they were found
in the southern portion of the King
Range National Conservation Area.
The report said they were still in
pots under clear or black plastic
sheeting, and standing about 18
inches high ready for transplant
ing.

whatever activity you are doing," said Jacqueline Mutnansky, operations manager for the phone banks in Chicago that take magazine subscription orders for Time
Inc.
She said Time’s Telephone Marketing Response Center has a standard "call time" for each type of call.
"You should have processed a specific number of
calls and averaged a certain phone conversation time,"
Ms. Mutnansky said.
Officials at TWA and at the U.S. Postal Service said
employees are not fired or transferred for working too
slowly, but a bad Average Work Time report can lead to
retraining.
"We look at it as just a way to see who needs further
training," Venz said. "We feel it’s a perfectly accepted
practice. It’s just looked on as a good tool to make employees more productive."
Some employees don’t consider it a good tool at all.
Average Work Time is "a hated concept nationally
It hits a real raw nerve," said Jeffery Miller, a national
spokesman in Washington for the CWA, which represents
telephone operators.
The phone company’s evaluation procedure is an example of "how the computer can turn workers into a production line type," Miller said. He said it causes operators "to try to get rid of a customer real quickly for
instance those who stutter or can’t speak English."
Eleanor Street, a union official who recently retired
after 38 years as a telephone operator, said operators
don’t feel a sense of achievement in serving customers
when the length of each call is timed.
"Just imagine working under that pressure five days
a week .. . Imagine what this does to your soul," Street
said. "What it does to customers is that they have become
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anymore.
Government-backed student loans now enable
most kids to get the education they need.
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D-Day anniversary prompts celebration
LONDON ( AP) With plenty of nos
talgia and a hint of pique at the French,
Britain is preparing to celebrate this
year’s 40th anniversary of the 0-Day
landings by dropping its paratroopers,
along with Americans, over Normandy’s
Utah Beach.
That’s where the American, French
and British heads of state will be waiting
at the focal point of French-organized
ceremonies on the June 6 anniversary of
the Allied invasion which marked the beginning of the final defeat of Hitler’s Nazi
Germany.
Utah, like Omaha, is a beach where
American forces went ashore on France’s
Normandy coast. British and Canadian
troops assaulted three others, codenamed Gold, Juno and Sword, in the final
push against the Germans in World War
"The selection of Utah Beach may be
surprising to the British," said Lt. Col.
John Arthur, organizer of the British Defense Ministry’s participation in the celebrations.
"However, this is a French decision
and they feel it’s the most suitable beach
on which they can do what they want,"
Arthur said, outlining the Defense Ministry’s plans at a news conference at London’s Imperial War Museum.
What French President Francois Mitterrand has done is to invite
and

Britain prepared 40 years after Nazi fall
they’re going Britain’s Queen Elizabeth II and U.S. President Ronald Reagan to Utah Beach for the anniversary of
the greatest amphibious operation in history.
Canadian Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau is expected to be there too for the afternoon ceremony, along with veterans,
sightseers and a huge press corps trampling the sand dunes.
Arthur chose his words carefully, evidently keen to avoid marring the occasion
by hints of old rivalries about who won the
war.
But British official sources hinted
strongly that the queen may attend another ceremony on a "British" beach in
the morning.
Britain’s 3,000-strong Normandy Veterans’ Association is pulling no punches
about its feelings at celebrating the anniversary on Utah, where American forces
commanded by Gen. Omar Bradley
struggled ashore under fearsome pounding from German batteries.
"The truth is the Americans have always treated the British part in Normandy as a sideshow," Eric Bulman,
head of the veterans’ association was
quoted as saying in a recent interview

Consumer protection
falling, groups say
SACRAMENTO ( AP) A coalition of consumers’ groups charged Tuesday that consumer protections have declined sharply during the Deukmejian
administration because the governor is "mouthing
words about consumer protection but taking no action."
Gov. George Deukmejian countered that the allegations, contained in a 23-page report by the California Public Interest Research Group, were "very
narrow and very incomplete.. .We totally disagree
with the content of that report."
The report contends that Deukmejian’s Department of Consumer Affairs "has made an abrupt
change in the nature and force of its activities...,"
and that the department’s state-paid advocates
have failed to take positions on key consumer-related bills in the Legislature.
On many occasions, according to the report, official consumer advocates have either been blocked
from testifying because of administrative pressure,
or have testified only at the last minute.
Consumer advocacy under the administrations
of former governors Ronald Reagan and Edmund
Brown Jr. was far greater, said Harvey Rosenfield,
the research group’s executive director.
"It’s really outrageous," said Harry Snyder,
West Coast executive director of Consumers Union.
"They (Deukmejian officials) have thrown consumers to the winds," he said. He described Deukmejian’s recent proclamation of a state "Consumer
Week" ass "consumer fraud."
Rosenfield, Snyder and other representatives
of consumer groups held a Capitol news conference
two hours after the governor’s scheduled news conference, where he commented on stories printed
Tuesday about the research group’s study.

with London’s Mail on Sunday newspaper.
As a private in the Royal Irish Hussars, a British regiment, Bulman was at
Normandy
one of 176,500 men, including 70,500 Americans and 83,100 British
and Canadians, who took part in the assault.
On the first day, 2,500 of them were
killed and 8,000 wounded.
Also setting up celebrations as he
does annually is a Normandy mayor,
Raymond Triboulet, designated by
France’s late President Charles de
Gaulle to run each anniversary as head of
the Normandy Landings Committee.
The Defense Ministry’s Arthur said
the British have taken part in Triboulet’s
celebrations every year.
"We didn’t know about the French
government’s plans until last autumn,"
said Arthur.
"But anyway we wanted to help in
putting on a bigger show. This may be the
last major opportunity for many veterans
to make the pilgrimage because of their
advancing years."
The Defense Ministry program includes a June 5 drop at Ranville by Britain’s 2nd parachute regiment, k9own as

the "Red Devils" after their caps. Ran idle is the site of graves of men slain
from throughout the Commonwealth, the
association of Britain and its former colonies.
During the main French-organized
ceremony, the Red Devils will drop with
American paratroopers, and a British
guided missile destroyer, HMS Fife, will
join warships from other allied nations off
the coast. A light infantry company will
parade with units from the other Allied
armies.
"We’re not organizing anything, just
helping," said Arthur, "and we hope
many British veterans will be there."
But Valmai Holt, tour organizer for
another veterans’ association, the Royal
British Legion, returned from Normandy
this month complaining the anniversary
is shaping up as "chaotic" because of
Mitterrand turning it into a state occasion.
"That ( Utah) is an anathema to the
British veterans who want ceremonies on
their own beaches," said Mrs. Holt.
Mitterrand, she charged, could not
have "chosen a worse location," arguing
that Utah’s high dunes will obscure most
of the ceremony.
A spokesman for French Veterans
Minister Jean Laurain quoted him as saying, -I have no comment to make on this
subject."

Typist taps up frenzy in contest
PASADENA (AP) The city’s reigning queen of typists, Carol Doyle, seems headed to a second title after tapping out an astounding 114 words per minute in the Second
Annual Type-Off, far outdistancing her competitors.
Doyle, who once defeated an automatic typing machine in a similar speed contest, said her hands are so fast
that she used to "break machines" equipped with primitive carriage returns.
"People who are good at it take great pride in it," she
said after demolishing the competition Monday in the
first day of a weeklong competition in this suburb 10 miles
northeast of downtown Los Angeles.
"I enjoy typing," she said. "It’s fun. When you’re typing for speed, there’s an adrena lin rush. I love it."
But Doyle, who types professionally for the O’Melveny and Myers law firm in Los Angeles, said she doesn’t
learn much of what’s on the page when she’s in a rush.
"When I’m typing for speed, I never read what I’m

typing. I just type," she said. "That’s the secret to stop
reading and just type. The words should go from the eyeball to the brain to the fingertips without any thought process getting in the way."
Last year, Doyle won with a speed of 98 words per
minute. Her score of 114 words per minute on the first day
of competition at the Huntington Sheraton Hotel was so
much better than that of
the other competitors that
contest organizers declined to reveal the other
scores.
The organizers of the
contest, held as part of National Secretaries Week,
promised a three-day, allexpenses-paid vacation to
New Orleans to the winner.

Nurse service owner files suit
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) The black
owner of Allied Nursing Service filed antitrust and discrimination suits in federal
court Tuesday seeking $3.2 million damages because his low bid to supply supplemental nursing personnel to Alameda
County’s Highland Hospital was turned
down.
The antitrust suit filed by Clarence A.
Hunt Jr. of San Francisco and Allied Nursing seeks $960,000 in damages from Bay
Area Medical Temporary Help Supply
Firm, a nursing supply association; various members and Local 250 of the Hospital Workers Union.
The suit charges that the defendants
tried to convince hospital administrators
in the Bay Area to stop doing business with
Allied until it joined the association, resulting in denial of a contract with Highland in 1983.

The suit claimed the association was
formed to create an exclusive agency to
provide temporary nursing service to
major hospitals. In addition, the suit
charged, the defendants conspired to fix,
control, raise and arbitrarily stablize
prices for temporary nursing and attempted to monopolize the market and restrain trade.
The discrimination action sought $2.3
million from the same defendants plus
Highland Hospital and two of its officials
and the Alameda County Board of Supervisors and its members.
Allied said it was told it was denied a
new contract because it failed to meet
audit requirements, but the real reason,
the suit charged, was that Hunt is black.
To cover needs beyond regular staff,
some hospitals seek contracts for extra
personnel on a bid basis.

SACRAMENTO ( AP) The surveys used by
television programmers to measure audience reaction to performers would be regulated by the state
for race and sex bias, under a bill approved by a
Senate committee Tuesday.
The measure, SB1976 by Sen. Art Torres, 0-Los
Angeles, would require any public opinion surveys
used in employment of entertainers to be based on a
representative sample of the population.
The Screen Actors Guild, which sponsors the
bill, contends that surveys are used by television
programmers to exclude minority performers on
the grounds of low ratings, which may reflect a failure to include minorities in the opinion sample.
The Senate Judiciary Committee approved the
bill on a 7-3 vote, sending it to the Senate Finance
Committee, over the opposition of the NBC network
and companies that conduct the surveys.
"We have gone to extraordinary lengths to
make sure that surveys reflected minority views,"
said John Rupp of the Council of American Survey
Research Organizations.
But Torres said the only way the state can
make sure the surveys are fair is to regulate them.
He also asserted, and Rupp denied, that Hispanics
are not represented adequately in a commonly used
survey called TVQ.
TVQ assesses the likability and familiarity of
network and pay -TV performers among a sample of
households, and provides the results to the programmers.
According to a committee staff analysis, in a
recent TVQ list the only Hispanic actor who scored
high was Ricardo Montalban, and there were four
blacks and five women of the top 30 performers out
of 1,000 in the survey.
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SJSU drops two to Reno
Wolf Pack sweep Spartans out of conference race
By Joe Roderick
The temperature was
frigid, with winds gusted
up to 35 miles per hour. For
a minute, the Spartans
thought they were reliving
the Moana Stadium nightmare again.
But hold on, this was
Municipal
Stadium
in
April. What’s going on

Baseball

ek

ad

ii

,
,
,
.!

here? But it wasn’t the
wind that chilled the Spartans it was the University of Nevada Reno.
The Spartans dropped
a pair Wednesday, 5-2 and
12-5, to drop out of the
Northern California Baseball Association race.
Spartan head coach
Gene Menges wasn’t blaming anything on
the
weather conditions. "It
wasn’t Palm Beach on
their side either," he said.
"Reno had to play in the
same
weather.
They
looked like they enjoyed
it."
Yes, the Wolf Pack
seem to take wry pleasure
in roughing up the Spartans. Remember the football-like scores of Moana
last month when Reno
scored 42 runs in three
games against the Spartans.
But SJSU took to believing it was all a hoax.
"A lot of our guys thought
they were a fluke team."
pitcher Steve Olson said.
"We wanted to show them
something here. Actually,
they’re a pretty good
team."
Reno didn’t get the run
production it got at Moana
there were no cheapy
homers over the right field
fence this time around. But
Reno played a nice waiting
game against Olson in the
first game.
Olson, who beat the
Wolf Pack 23-6 the last
time he faced them, was
seemingly oblivious to the
gusty winds. In fact, he had
Reno flailing at his tricky
forkball. Olson allowed no
hits through three innings.
Bill Sherman broke the nohitter with a single up the
middle to lead off the
fourth.
No
problems,
though, for Olson, who shut
the Wolf Pack out for three
more innings, allowing one
other hit.
The Spartans were a
bit more successful against
Shawn Barton but not
much. SJSU scored once in
the fourth on a Paul Mason
double and a Scott Rettig
squeeze
bunt,
scoring
Mason for 1-0.
Otherwise, the Spartans were stranding runners right and left iii overall). "You could just see
what was going to happen," Menges said. "Shoot,
we were getting runners on
but not scoring them. That
was our worse game of the
year."
This seemed like a
tense waiting game like
a couple of boxers testing
each other for a couple of
rounds.
Finally, it happened.
But Reno didn’t deliver the
crunching knockout punch.
Instead, it threw several
stinging punches.
The first jab came
when Olson ticked Jim
Puzey on the elbow with a
pitch in the seventh. Olson
argued that Puzey made no

Michael McGuire
Nt.% ada Repo’s Rob Richie slides under the tag of second baseman Lou
liolt in t he ,,t-cond inning of the first game Wednesday.

Enjoy the flexibility we can offer From a few hours
a week to several months over the summer
Michael McGiari
Tom Krause goes into the hole in the first Wolf Pack swept two from SJSU, ending the
game of Wednesday’s double-header. The Spartans hopes for an NCBA title.
attempt at all to avoid contact.
"He just put his elbow
over the plate," Olson said
"They pulled that stuff in
Reno too."
Ted Higgins followed
with a single to right, sending Puzey to second. Olson
got one out by spearing a
Rob Richie liner, forcing
Puzey at third.
Reno then landed a
pair of jolting punches.
Ernie Johnson lined a doua great place to live
ble past a diving Dwayne
Graybill at first, scoring
a great place to TEACH
Higgins for 1-1. Giovanni
Puccinelli dublicated Johnson’s hit, screaming one by
Graybill again to score two
runs for 3-1.
"I should have thrown
more fastballs," Olson said
later. "I guess they figured
out I had only two pitches. I
threw a lot of forkballs. I
should have mixed it up
more."
ELEMENTARY and
But it wasn’t over yet
SECONDARY TEACHERS
for Olson. With Bill Sherman on, Puzey used his bat
instead of his elbow to get
on, lining a double to right.
Elementary (K-5)
Puzey eventually scored on
a wild pitch, for a 5-1 lead.
Bilingual Elementary (Spanish)
Olson was mystified by
Education
Special
it all. "If someone had told
me I’d haves shutout after
six inning, then lose the
game 5-2, 1 wouldn’t have
English Math Science
believed them."
But believe it or not.
ESL Special Education
the Spartans have gone
from a half-game lead over
Fresno State on April 11 to
SALARIES FOR 83-84 SCHOOL YEAR
clean out of the NCBA race
Are based on Degree and Experience
yesterday, April 25.

Soviets, Americans
air Olympic issues
The Soviet news agency Tass adMOSCOW ( AP)
mitted Wednesday that "several fundamental issues
were resolved" at a special meeting of United States and
Soviet Olympic Committee officials concerning the 1884
Summer Games at Los Angeles.
In a report from Lausanne, Switzerland, Tass said
that Peter Ueberroth, president of the Los Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee, and Soviet Olympic Committee chairman Marat Gramov had discussed Soviet allegations of U.S Olympic Charter violations during a special
meeting Tuesday.
"Several fundamental issues were resolved, speed’.
ically related to the visa -free entry to the United States by
Games’ participants ... and accredited journalists to all
competition and training sites, accommodations, etc. ...
during the period of the Games and of their preparation.
and observance of international regulations with regard
to the boats anchored in the port of Los Angeles," Tass
said
Tess also said Soviet representatives at the meeting
had demanded that the Los Angeles Olympics Organizing
Committee take steps to ensure the safety of Olympic athletes during the Summer Games.
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Mr. Oscar A. Sarabia

will be interviewing applicants at the
Career Planning and Placement Center
on May 7 and 8, 1984
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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plus
Special Guest
Friday, April 27th, San Jose State Student union Ballroom. 9.00 p rt7
$5.00 Stu. $8.00 gen. Tickets available at the A S. Bus Office, Bass.
S.J. Box Office., Information - 277-2807
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SJSU women earn playoff spot

By Paul Lloret
If there was ever a
time to make a move it has
now arrived.
SJSU’s men’s tennis
team is less than two
weeks away from competing in the PCAA championships which will be held
May 4-6 in Stockton. The
Spartans, who are 2-3 in

By Frank Lopez

The Spartans avoided "a mess" by edging their
crosstown rivals 5-4 to finish 3-2 in league play and
clinch a NorPac championship tournament birth. Had
the Spartans lost, they, Fresno, and Santa Clara would
have all been vying for the only two vacant Northern

Tennis
conference play, now have
the unenviable task of preparing for those finals on
the road when they travel
south to face the University of Nevada. Las Vegas
and Long Beach State in
separate matches next
week.
"We’re going to have a
good test next week,’’
coach John Hubbell said.
"We’re definitely in store
for some good competition."
will
The Spartans
travel to Las Vegas for a
match against the Rebels
on Monday and then face
the 49ers in Long Beach on
Tuesday. Long Beach and
UNLV finished two-three
behind champion UC-Irvine in the PCAA finals last
season. The Spartans were
fourth-place finishers.

Tennis
California playoff spots. As it stands, SJSU will be
seated third in next week’s championships, which will
be held at SJSU.
While the Spartans did win it, certainly wasn’t an
easy victory.
Things began well enough, with Lynda Rose blanking Shellyn Sarni 6-0, 6-0 in No. 6 singles. So thorough
was Rose’s domination that she finished off her opponent before four of the five other matches had even
reached the conclusion of the first set.
"I didn’t miss any shots," Rose said, "but I was
never really pressed."
Also an easy winner for the Spartans was Anh-Doa
Espinosa at No. 5 singles who cruised to a quick 6-1,6-1
win over Jill Lucas. Espinosa credited the ease of her
victory to "changing pace" often and hitting her serve
well.
Both Rochelle Morrison and Marilyn Morrell also
won straight -set matches at No. 1 and 3 singles to put
the Spartans up 4-0. But then things tightened up considerably.
JoAnne McIntyre, who has seen limited singles action this year, was forced to play at No. 4 singles due to
the absence of Aileen Nishi Nishi missed the match
for personal reasons. McIntyre played gamely, splitting the first two sets, before finally losing the last set
and the match to Carol Bowers 6-7,6-4, 1-6.
Perhaps the closest match of the day was at No. 2
singles where Spartan Julie Rose faced Susan Molitor.
The two split 6-3 sets to force a third set. Rose was
ahead 2-0 in the set but dropped the next four games.
The two then traded games until the score reached 4-5.
With Molitor serving for the match, the point score ran
to 3-3. Rose made her way to the net with good approach but Molitor hit an even better passing shot to
eke out the 3-6, 6-3,6-4 win.
With SJSU’s lead down to 4-2, the final outcome
rested squarely on the results of the three doubles
matches. In number two-and-three doubles, SJSU lost
first set squeakers, 4-6 and 6-7 respectively, before
both teams were thoroughly trounced in the second set
by 6-0 and 6-1 counts. The team score was now even at
4-4 with only one match in progress.
Morrison and J. Rose, at No. I doubles, were still
trying to secure the fifth Spartan win of the day. In the
match, things were close early but Morrison and Rose

Hubbell predicts a
close conference tournament and said that the
Pat Conrad
Spartan netters will get an
Bob Hepner strokes a backhand during Monday’s win over St. Mary’s.
excellent opportunity to
"see where we stand" after next week’s matches.
"They’re going to be a lot of upsets at the PCAA’s),"
SJSU raised its overall record to 12-10 by drubbing St. Hubbell said. "I think it will be very close between the top
Mary’s, 8-1 Tuesday at the Spartan Courts. SJSU was led five teams. If a couple of our guys can get a win, we’ll be
by No. I John Saviano and Paul Van Eynde, who played in in the middle of things."
the No. 2 seed. Junior netter Dave Kuhn, who is the
team’s regular second seed, took the day off.
Currently, Long Beach, UC-Irvine, and Fresno State
Saviano disposed of the Gaels’ Jon Storm in easy are battling for the conference’s top spot. Each club has
fashion. The Spartans’ senior ace captured a 6-3, 6-0 deci- lost one conference match this season. Trailing the leadsion for his 13th singles win of the year. Van Eynde was ers are UNLV, Santa Barbara, and SJSU.
another straight set victor. He dusted Mike Karapeaux, 62,6-3. Van Eynde now has a singles record of 13-10.
Hubbell also mentioned that Kuhn and Saviano are
In doubles, Saviano teamed with Greg Bulwa for a 6- playing consistent tennis against tough competition
4, 4-6, 6-2 decision over St Mary’s Storm and Steve Firden. Kuhn has the team’s best record in singles play, 17-6. He
The three-set battle was one of the day’s toughest. In con- has also teamed with Bob Hepner to create one of the
trast, Van Eynde and Alex Winslow were easy winners, 6- league’s more formidable doubles teams. The duo has
posted a record of 12-6 as SJSU’s No. 1 doubles squad.
0, 6-4 over Karapeaux and Kraig Kerr.
SJSU traveled to UC-Davis for a match against the
Division II power Aggies on Wednesday. Results of that
match will be in Friday’s edition of the Daily.
"Davis is one of the best Division H schools in the
country," Hubbell said. "We’ll have to play well."
Sati’i
tate Uirsives-sity
Although Hubbell expects the Spartans to win, he is
cautious. "It doesn’t take long as a coach to know that
anything can happen," he said. However, he added, "I’ve
learned after three years that you can’t lose sleep worrying about the unexpected."
The Spartans hope that UNLV and Long Beach won’t
Saturday, April 28th, 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
be worrying about the unexpected. If SJSU could surprise
both clubs it would give the team some momentum going
into the conference playoffs.
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soon took control. With the score tied 3-3 in the first set
the Spartan duo ran off eight straight games to capture
the opening set 6-3 and hold a commanding 5-0 second
set advantage. Broncos Bowers and Molitor made one
last run, closing the gap to 5-3, before Morrison ended
the set, match, and contest with a service winner.
"When we got up, we should have ended it then,"
Morrison said, although she did conceded she was
happy with the victory under any circumstances.
The victory assured SJSU a third-place regular.
season finish in the Northern California division of
NorPac behind Cal, 4-0, and The University of Pacific,
4-1.
SJSU will host UC-Davis, who it defeated 6-3 earlier this year, next Wednessday at 2 p.m in a nonleague match. The contest will serve as a warm-up for
the NorPac championships which SJSU will host next
weekend.

"If we win, we finish third in NorPac," SJSU
coach Lisa Beritzhoff explained prior to Tuesday’s
Santa Clara match. "If we lose it’s a mess we’ll be
tied with Santa Clara and Fresno."
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Where: The SJSU Student Union
Admission:
Parking:

$4 General or $2 Student Info: 277-2F107
7th Street Garage

71h and San Carlml

Pat Conrad

Julie Rose (above) teamed with Rochelle
Morrison for the final win Monday.

PRIORITY FOR FALL 1984 REGISTRATION

The Cashier’s Office is now hiring 70 students to assist at registration in the fall. Students interested will work 16 volunteer
hours in exchange for priority registration through C.A.R.
Students interested in volunteering should turn in their class
request form and sign up for their hours to be worked in the Administration Building, Room 103 Cashiering Services. Students
who have already turned in their class request forms, or who are
majoring in an impacted program are not eligible to apply.
Students who do not register through C.A.R. and wish priority
through Program Adjustment Day will be required to volunteer 8
hours of work. Sign ups for priority during P.A.D. will begin May
14,1984.

Funded by the Associated Students
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Professor to speak on book
By Cheri Barton
Psychology Professor Sheila Beinenfeld will be giving a talk on the book The Assault on Truth: Freud’s
Suppression of the Seduction Theory" by Jeffrey Masson,
today at 12:30p.m. in BC 004.
Beinenfeld said the book is about Freud changing his
Seduction Theory from his original assertation and Masson contending that he did it for all the wrong reasons. She
said that the book states that by Freud changing his theory it has had a historical impact on psychoanalysis by
putting it on the wrong track and has resulted in the mistreatment of women for decades.
According to Beinenfeld, Freud’s Seduction Theory
resulted from treating patients (mostly women) who suf-

Martin the Spartan

fered from conversion hysteria. Freud believed that the
way to treat his patients was by getting them to say everything that came into their minds. Oftcn times the
women would speak about being sexual abused as children. With this knowledge Freud began to believe that if
someone assults or abuses a child they will grow up to be
hysterics.
One year after Freud developed his hypothesis he
changed it. Masson believes that this was partly because
of the opposition he received from his colleagues.
Masson discusses this in his book and also goes into a
long story on one of Freud’s patients.
Beinenfeld will give a discussion on the book and answer questions anyone might have.
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SPARTAGLIIDE
All students interested in advising on health services
on campus should attend a Student Health Service Health
Advisory Committee meeting from 11 a.m, to noon today
in the Health Building, Room 208. For more information
call Oscar Battle, Health Eclucatior at 2772222.
There will be a meeting today for all SJSU students
concerned about the financial problems of the Spartan
Daily and the possibility the newspaper will not return
next fall. The meeting will be at 5 p.m. in DBH, Room 101.
The Community Committee for International Students will provide conversational English tutoring for all
international students tomorrow from 1 to 3 p.m. in the
Administration building, Room 206. For more information call Muriel at 277-3690 or 277-3691.
The Pre Med Club will sponsor a lecture given by preprofessional adviser Ben McKendall tomorrow at 1:30
p.m. in Duncan Hall Room 249. For further information
call Rita Swencionis at 287-7720.
The Greek Week Committee, will hold an Honors Banquet tonight at 6 p.m. in the S.U. Ballroom. For more information call Matt Afflixio at 279-2136 or 947-9136.
Upper division and graduate students who are planning to seek a single subject (secondary school teaching)
credential, should contact the department of secondary
education in Sweeney Hall Room 201 to confer with an adviser and establish a candidacy file during April.
There will be a Marketing Humanities and Arts Degrees workshop today from 2 to 4 p.m. in the S.U. Umunhum room. The workshop, sponsored by Career Planning
and Placement, will address skills in identification, career decision-making, positive presentation of self in em-

ployment interviews, effective resumes and resources
available to assist students in setting and achieving career goals. For more informationcontact Cheryl Allmen
at 277-2272.
The Campus Christian Center is sponsoring a "Meet
and Eat" luncheon program today, from 12 to 1 p.m. at
Jonah’s Wail on San Carlos at S. Tenth Street. For more
information call Natalie Shiras at 298-0204.
Psi Chi, the Minority Biomedical Research Support
Program, the Psychology Department and Sigma Chi
Fraternity are sponsoring a lecture today at 1:30 p.m. in
DMH Room 150. Dr. Leonard Giambra from the Gerontology Research Center will speak on the topic "Do You
Have What it Takes to be a Research Psychologist".
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Psi Chi, honor society in Psychology, will be sponsoring its 27th Annual Spartan Psychological Association
conference for student research today from 9 a.m. to 2:45
p.m., and tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in DMH
Romm 339. For more information call Cheryl Cucciare at
269-1572
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The Women’s Center will be sponsoring a talk today
at noon in the S.U. Council Chambers about The Effects
on Women and Children of South Africa’s Agression. For
more information call the Women’s Center at 277-2047.
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The Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will sponsor a
meeting today from 7 to 8 p.m. in The S.U. Council Chambers. For more information call Mark Houseman at 2934773.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority will hold at Talent show
today from 7 to 9:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
For more information call Phyllis Marshall at 279-1051 or
Debra Chappell at 281-4184.

The SJSU Spirit Squad will hold a mandatory meeting
for cheerleading tryouts at 5:30 p.m. today in the Mens
Gym Room 202. Male and female cheerleaders are encouraged to try out for the 1984-1985 season. For more information, call Brian Tadamy at ( 408 ) 294-3016.

The Council for International Exchange of Scholars
will hold a 1985-86 Awards Competition for the Fulbright
Scholar Awards, April 15. For more information contact
the graduate studies office, ADM Room 150, or call 2772943.
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Chariot race, car push Bidder gets the beans
featured in Greek Week
balloons from a giant slingshot made of
surgical tube and a funnel. Each house
gets 10 attempts at a specified target and
collects points for accuracy.
Other Olympic activities planned are
a marble dive under an eight foot pool of
mud, a tricycle race and a tug-o-war contest. The festivities conclude at 3:30 p.m.
with a dunking tank contest, where Greek
members will be at the mercy of a softball
toss by other house participants.

By Nick Gillis
Wanna play games?
As the theme of the Greek Week
events that began Monday, the phrase
echoes the motif of SJSU fraternities and
sororities for the five-day period that
helps promote the fraternity system.
Members will compete in a chariot
race and a Volkswagen car push, in the annual Greek Week Olympics today on the
ROTC field.
The competition consists of 10 events,
and is a highlight of Greek Week festivities.
In the car push at noon. six members
of each different chapter will be required
to race Volkswagens without the aid of a
running engine. One member must sit inside the car and steer.

Individual point totals will be accumulated for each event by judges, with an
overall winner being named at an awards
banquet later in the evening. The judges
will be selected from the campus, but will
have no affiliation with the Greeks. Honors for house leadership, rccognizing
alumni, and scholarship achievement will
be announced at the banquet.

Next comes the "funnelator" event
where three Greeks per house shoot water

Events already completed this week
were a banner contest promoting the

Fraternity wins
regional award
By Nick Gillis
SJSU’s chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, after
competing against twelve other chapters last week, was
named Western regional champion of the year, and is now
invited to compete for the national title.
The local chapter, Epsilon Mu, won several awards at
the annual competition after competing against chapters
from schools such as UCLA. University of California, Berkeley and California State University, Hayward.
Held at the San Jose’s LeBaron Hotel during Spring
Break, the fraternity took first place in basketball and
third place in marching competition. APA member Wally
Williams was named regional Most Valuable Player in
basketball.
Also representing the local Alpha Phi Alpha chapter
was SJSU student Rosalynn Briggs, who was runner-up in
competition for Black and Gold Queen, a beauty/talent
contest consisting of dancing and answering questions by
panelists.
Besides competition events, the fraternity must display a dedication toward keeping up with national and regional chapter requirements.
One requirement is a philanthropy, and the chapter is
currently working on "Project Olympus," an effort to
send 50 underprivileged youths to the Summer Olympics.
They also participated in voter registration drives in and
donated over $1,200 to different charities.
Since its establishment on campus in 1962, the chapter has won the Western regional title seven times
according to APA President Jeff Moore.
The national title hasn’t been won by a western chapter since 1973, however. but Moore is optimistic about
their chances.
"All of us are looking forward to doing well at the national level, and we’re looking for a title," he said.
The national competition will place Epsilon Mu
against national chapters from four other regions. The
event is scheduled for Aug. 8 in Cleveland, Ohio.
To help with travelling expenses for the trip, Moore
said that the fraternity plans to hold several fund-raisers
in the near future, so that the house won’t be short on representatives.
"Sure, we’re looking forward to lots of car washes.
bake sales and dances to help get us all there," he said.
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week-long festivities, and a
chili cook-off yesterday, an
event that was held for the
first time.
Greek Week will conclude tomorrow with a barbeque at the South Campus
softball field. Beginning at
11:30 a.m., the picnic will
feature final award ceremonies and intramural activities.

Michael McGuire
Anyone for a jar of chili? SJSU yen- while lie auctioned it off during a chili This is Greek Week, events like this
dor Giovanni Panders hoped so cook off yesterday in the Art Quad. one will be on campus all week.

When you need big favors
you ask good friends.

THE ARAB
ISRAELI
CONFLICT
Israel Action Committee, and
Associated Students will sponsor a
discussion on the Arab-Israeli conflict. Guest speaker will be

JONA-

THAN KESSLER

from the American -Israel Public Affairs Committee.

FRIDAY,
APRIL 27
NOON
FACULTY LOUNGE,
BUSINESS TOWER
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When you ask good
friends for a favor, you know
what they’re going to say. So
YOU tell them you’re moving
again and then wait for the
groans to stop. They may not
like the idea, but you know
they’re going to be there.
When you’re finished, these
people are going to deserve
something special. Tonight,
let it be Leiwenbrau.
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Looking up SJSU events
Diversity: Difference, dissimilarity, variety.
Sorry, just playing with my thesaurus while attempting to introduce the following rumors and upcoming events.
* * *
The next few weeks are going to be busy ones for
SJSU-related entertainment. Here are a few events you
may not have heard about:
The Fourth Annual SJSU Art Department Benefit
Exhibition and Auction is happening right now. The ex -

Eric Hermstad
Entertainer Editor

hibition runs in Galleries 1 & 2 until the auction, which is
Sunday at 1 p.m. in the Art Building Quad.
In celebration of National Dance Week, SJSU’s
Theatre Arts Department is presenting a concert of student choreography on Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. in
the Dance Studio, PER 262. Admission is $5 general, $3
for students, seniors, faculty, and staff. Tickets are
available at the door.
Although not at SJSU, the San Jose Symphony
Youth Orchestra is presenting it’s final performance of
the season on Sunday, May 6 at 7:30 p.m. at the San Jose
Center for the Performing Arts. Three SJSU students
are members of the Youth Orchestra Cindy Wieske,
viola; Grace Marie Cruz, violin; and Ken Donticelli,
clarinet. Wieske and Cruz also play in SJSU’s Orchestra, and Donticelli plays in SJSU’s Symphonic Band.
Tickets are $2.50. For further information, call the San
Jose Symphony box office at 298-2300.
* * *
Beatlemania, part two? The Beatles music can be
interpreted into every kind of music it seems, from
Muzak to Ballet. Ballet?
"To The Beatles (A Work in Progress)" is the first
ballet set to the music of the Liverpool Lads. The production has been 10 years in the making while the music
rights were negotiated. As a result, such familiar tunes
as "Yesterday," "Day Tripper," "The Long and Winding Road" and "All You Need Is Love," will be included.
The San Francisco Ballet performs this tribute from
Tuesday until May 6, with evening and matinee shows.
For more information, call ( 415) 861-5600 or 621-3838.
* *
Speaking of music, KRQR (97FM) has decided to do
battle with highway 17. Yes, the infamous Nimitz Freeway is the target of the radio stations latest promotion.
According to a news release, morning disc jockey
Peter B. read an article about the freeway being rated
as one of the worst in the Bay Area. He then invited listeners to write in for "KRQR 97 I Hate The Nimitz"
bumper stickers. Although not likely to catch on like "I
Found It" stickers, the station has reportedly been
flooded with requests
*

*

*

Quality Boob Tube?
Public Television is more than Mr. Rogers Neighborhood and children’s shows. KQED’s (channel 9) acclaimed show, "Comedy Tonight," returns next Thursday at 8:30p.m. for its second side-splitting season.
The humor showcase will be hosted again by Alex
Bennett, but this season there will be comedians from
around the country instead of just the West Coast.
Kicking off the new season will be 1983 San Francisco Comedy Competition winner Will Durst, who also
headlined the SJSU Stand-up Comedy Show.
* * *
Also on KQED in early May is a repeat showing of
"The Making of Raiders of the Lost Ark."
The documentary is scheduled to run Saturday,
May 5, at 8 p.m. Also included during the two-hour special is alive auction of Lucas-film movie memorabilia.
The repeat showing is sure to drum up interest for
the upcoming sequel, "Indiana Jones and the Temple of
Doom."

By Mark Katches
John Lennon has probably done some tossing and
turning in his grave if word of the British pop quintet
Duran Duran has reached underground.
Although Duran Duran’s invasion of America has
been compared to the Beatles’ United States emergence

Commentary
almost 20 years ago - relax John, and fear not Beattemaniacs - Duran Duran is very good, but not that good.
The comparison - initiated by the media (in particular Rolling Stone magazine) - has outraged Beatles
fans and turned many people against Duran Duran because the band represents a threat to their musical ideals.
It is really unfair to even attempt to compare the
two bands. Musically, they are worlds apart. While the
lyrics of Lennon and McCartney faced bitter reality and
social issues, Duran Duran appeals to little girls’ fantasies and escapism rock and roll.
Duran Duran will probably never reach the plateau
on which the Beatles still stand alone today, but the
quintet should not be viewed as a simple musical fad.
The group deserves credit for making good music and
plenty of money.
Unfortunately, it has been hit hard with a damaging
reputation as a teeny-hopper band probably because
the band members are all young and good looking.
But Simon LeBon (lead vocals), Nick Rhodes (keyboards), Andy Taylor (guitar), John Taylor (bass) and
Roger Taylor (drums) are more than just five pretty
faces.
Behind the makeup and the flashy clothes, there is
plenty of talent driving forward what could be the most
popular band in the world in 1984.
The band performed three concerts at the Oakland
Coliseum Arena April 12-14. The final one Saturday afternoon, April 14 was unannounced and free. The band
filmed it for cable television in front of 2,000 fans who
heard of the show through word of mouth
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Originally, Duran Duran intended to film its Thursday and Friday performances and then leave the Bay
Area to wrap up its U.S. tour in Southern California.
The cameras did roll the first two nights. However,
the sold-out crowd inhibited cameramen from getting
the right angles necessary to film the event to the band’s
liking for HBO and MTV. Consequently, the third show
was added.
If the final concert was as energetic as Thursday’s
show, cable television viewers will be drained physically and emotionally by just watching the tube when
the concert premieres in late summer.
Duran Duran dances, shakes, and rocks on stage
and its fans are equal to the task ( those who don’t pass
out).
The group, which released its first album in 1981.
performed all of its top hits and some of those destined
to be classics.
The band opened with an instrumental. "Tiger
Tiger," which was burdened by thunderous screams
and helped quiet those few who quickly lost their voices
before the band jumped into "Is There Something I
Should Know." It closed with "Girls on Film."
"Hungry Like the Wolf," "Rio," "New Religion"
and "Planet Earth" were interspersed with a steady
diet of tunes from its third album, "Seven and the
Ragged Tiger."
The band played loudly, but still had to compete
with thousands of screaming 13-year-olds, many of
whom were no doubt attending their first concert.
The tall, lanky bassist Taylor and Rhodes (the "prettiest" of the five) got the loudest screams. The two
founded the band in the late 1970s and are now just over
the drinking age in many states.
All they had to do was smile or move their heads to
invoke the cries of the prepubescent youths, who donned
their finest chic fashions in a desperate attempt to impress bandmembers.
It was undoubtedly a different kind of concert
crowd, composed of three distinct groups. Pre-teens and
young teens dominated the audience. Their parents.
who huddled in the corners with earplugs and tried to
make sure the children weren’t subjected to drug push
ers and other subversive influences, also were well rel,
resented.
Finally, the few ’older fans (mostly between the
ages of 18-26), sat near the rafters to avoid being seen
with the kiddies. They simply enjoyed the fact that
Duran Duran puts on a quality show.
The Beatles’ position as the greatest rock n’ roll
band of all-time may never be challenged. But don’t
count Duran Duran out. Although the band’s appeal and
potential is nowhere near the scale the Beatles
achieved, Duran Duran does have stage presence, and
the good music to back it up.
Its sound is influenced by rock, reggae, funk, and
jazz
and like every other band that ever cared about
what it did or are doing, it has been influenced by the
"Fab Four."
Even now, future rock stars are being influenced by
the sound of Duran Duran. But meanwhile, let’s put
comparisons aside and enjoy the music.
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Solid Jackson, Lorber albums
Joe Jackson continues album tradition
By Frank Lopez
Perhaps the most gifted, versatile, and uncompromising popular music composer around today is Joe
Jackson.
From his first L.P., Look Sharp!, to last year’s
Grammy nominee, Night and Day, Jackson has displayed tremendous range and talent while performing
on the cutting edge of the contemporary music world.
With his latest effort, Body and Soul, he continues to
establish himself as an innovator, risk taker, and a force
to be reckoned with throughout the ’80s.
The popularity of Look Sharp! helped establish the
New Wave scene in 1979, and Night and Day’s success
contributed to infusion of the salsa sound into many of
today’s hits. Body and Soul is fresh enough and strong
enough to have the same effect and influence on the
sound of tomorrow’s top 40 tunes.
In Body and Soul, Jackson borrows touches from his
past albums cynically honest lyrics from Look Sharp!
and I’m The Man, piano ballads from Beat Crazy, jazz
from Jumpin Jive, and Latin beats from Night and Day
and adds a touch of classical music, swing, and one
boy-meets-girl ’605 pop duo, to produce an album as musically sound as any released in recent years.
Side one of the album begins with a dramatic blast
of brass that is quickly joined by the softer chimes of the
keyboards. A piano line joins in before Jackson’s rough
but full vocals come in to give a sardonic view of existence in "The Verdict."
The back of the album cover states that the song
was inspired by the movie, "The Verdict." The song,
however, applies the courtroom absurdities of injustice,
as portrayed in the film, to life itself.
The tone and tempo of "The Verdict" set the pace
for the remainder of the album. It has a familiar Joe
Jackson tinge to it, but at the same time it, is quite a departure from anything he has composed before.
Each song on the album is more orchestrated than
prior releases. The instruments often do not follow a
back-beat, but intertwine, as with classical music a
big base beat is chased by light flute run, for example.
On side one, the album falls into a hit-and-miss situation. The first three songs definitely hit. "The Ver-

dict’s" power and heart -sung lyrics drive it through to a
more-than -satisfying finish. "Cha Cha Loco," the next
song, has a catchy salsa beat, heavy on percussions,
that makes for a great sing-in-the-shower number.
The best of side one is a desperate ballad about the
grudgingly quiet end to a love affair, called "Not Here,
Not Now." With jazz-blues instrumental accompaniment, Jackson bitterly tells of the frustration of having
to hold in emotions amidst a crumbling relationship.
"Smiling faces/ All around us/ You don’t want to
make a scene/ Not here/ Not now/ And I don’t want to
cry"
The last two songs on the first side, unfortunately,
are a letdown. "You Can’t Get What You Want (Till You
Know What You Want)" and "Go For It" are both lightweight, up-tempo, you-can-do-whatever-you -set -yourheart -to songs. On another album they might not seem
so bad, but on this album, they cower beneath the potency off every other song.
Whereas side one begins strong and ends meekly,
the flip side also gets off to a strong start, but does not
letup.
"Loisaida," the first song, is purely instrumental.
Building in levels, it begins with a keyboard, sounding
much like the ticking of a clock.
Slowly, a saxaphone joins in, followed by drums,
and from there the music builds until it hits a plateau,
then suddenly dies. Just as suddenly, it swells back up,
before yielding to and ending with the same piano ticking that began the song.
"Happy Endings" and "Be My Number Two," the
next two songs, may be the best efforts on the album.
Both have strong instrumental scores, but both are set
apart from the rest by the depth of their lyrics.
"Happy Endings" is a ’60s sounding song that
speaks to the skepticism present at the beginning of almost all relationships. Trading sets of lines on this song
with Jackson is backup singer Elaine Caswell:
"Do I listen to my heart/ Do I listen to my head/ Do
I look at what I see/ Or remember what I read/ When I
tell you how I feel/ Do I wonder what I said!"
"Be My Number Two" is a hard ballad which pleas

50E JACKSON

for romance as a last recourse for someone at the end of
life’s rope:
"There is not much left of me/ What you get is what
you see/ Is it worth the energy?/ I leave it up to you.
". .. And every time I look at you/ You’ll be what I
want you to/ And I’ll do what Icon do/ To make a dream
or two/ Come true/ If you’ll be my number two."
The last song on Body and Soul is "Heart of Ice."
Piece by piece, it builds from a soft cymbals ride, to
having the piano, the bass drum, the flute, the bass guitar, and the snare drum added on, one at a time. Four
lines of lyrics are repeated four times in the waning moments of the song, "Take a knife/ Cut out his heart of
ice/ Hold it high/ Walk into the sun," before it ends ins
blaze of horns.
Body and Soul was aptly titled to reflect the sweat
and blood its composer put in to make it. Joe Jackson’s
efforts paid off as Body and Soul is his best album to
date.
Those who buy the album now will be able to enjoy
his innovative sound right now. Those who don’t buy it
will have to wait the year or two it takes for the rest of
the music world to emulate his style.
Buy it now the wait would be a foolish one.

Jeff Lorber continues fusion evolution
By Monte Poole
musicians
Certain
can be identified by the
distinctive sounds they
emit. Stanley Clarke’s
bass, Eddie Van Halen’s
guitar, David Sanborn’s
alto sax, Neil Diamond’s
phrasing and Barry Manilow’s lyrics all carry inherent traits. Upon hearing the "sound," you just
know who it is.
Jeff Lorber’s keyboards fit into that category. Hotter than Bob
James, but cooler than
Chick Corea, Lorber has a
legion of fans who consistently pack Wolfgang’s
(nee Old Waldorf) during
his concert swings. The
place is a non-stop party
for two hours.
But on "In The Heat
Of The Night," Lorber’s
eighth album and first in
two years, his melodic
keyboard work often recedes into the background
and in some cases,

rightfully so.
Guests such as saxophonist Ronnie Laws, guitarist Lee Ritenour and
former Santana
lead
singer Alex Ligertwood
make it easy on a leader.
During the 1975-81 period, Lorber was one of
the leading proponents of
that jazz-funk -rock niche
called fusion in fact, his
first six albums were recorded under the group
title, "Jeff Lorber Fusion." But with "It’s A
Fact," in 1982, Lorber
began to break ground
only treaded by 1981’s
"Galaxian."
erects a
"Night"
whole new building. Just
about every imaginable
sound is made by someone or something at some
point of the nine-track
album.
"Tropical,"
Only
"Waterfall," and "Seventh Heaven" will satisfy
the taste of the mellow fu-

sion lover. All three feature Lorber at his best, alternately banging and
tickling his vast array of
pianos and synthesizers.

gram, has an even worse
case
of
need-a-lyricquickitis. At least In gram’s voice is in great
form.

A fourth instrumental, "Rock II," which
opens side two, sizzles.
Both Lorber and bassist
Nathan East put in some
strenuous workout time
on this uptempo number

Ligertwood does a
creditable job blues-ing
his way through his one
cut, but how much can
you save a song titled
"Double Bad?"

The inane lyrics of the
title-cut damage what
would have been another
hot instrumental. (".
Said you’d never leave
me, why did you deceive
me, girl I miss you more
every night. Said you’d always need me, always try
to please me, now leavin’
me girl just wasn’t
Somewhere
right. . .")
beneath that quagmire
you will find some nice
licks by guitarist Marlon
McClain.
"Don’t Say Yes," featuring Laws and ex-Motown singer Phillip In-

The other two songs.
Well, Lorber must have
been having nightmares,
dropping drugs or reading
Stephen King novels. The
titles? "Really Scarey"
(correct spelling) and
"Blast Off."
"Off," with unintelligible growls and all, falls
just short of being really
scary but makes the
grade at being really
strange. "Scarey" tries a
more intimate approach
scatty background
voices skimming over the
instruments and comes
a little closer to the mark.
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Film proves appealing
by warmth of ’Iceman’
By Frank Lopez
Although slow at moments and occasionally self-indulgent, "Iceman" proves
to be a quality film.
"Iceman" unveils the story of a prehistoric man, cryogenically frozen for 40,000 years, thawed out, and then brought
back to life in the 20th century. The ageold battle of humanity versus science is
once again played out, at times in a noneventful, unexciting manner, but most
often, in a fresh and delightful fashion.
The film gives top billing to Timothy
Hutton. As Dr. Stanley Shephard, a young
and obstinate anthropologist, he strives to
keep the Neanderthal from coming under
the knives of the less compassionate scientists who wish to dissect the Iceman for
medical reasons.
Second billing is paid to Lindsay
Crouse, whose most recent credits include
roles in "Daniel" and "The Verdict."
Crouse is Dr. Diane Brady, research director of the Arctic scientific station that
discovered the frozen Neanderthal. At
Shephard’s bequest, she allows the Iceman to live in the Arctic station’s animal
terrarium, at least for awhile.
Third on the bill, but most instrumen-

tal to the success of the movie, is John
Lone. Lone is "Iceman" both the character and the movie. The warmth and
depth he brings to "Charlie" as Shephard calls him are what creates the
strong emotional purging that makes the
film appealing.
When Lone is on camera, "Iceman" is
never less than interesting. Perhaps the
best scene is a sing-along between Charlie
and his newfound friend, Shephard. Sitting
before a small fire, Shephard begins quietly singing and rhythmically beating a
bone against a rock. Charlie joins in.
Each time Shephard stops singing, his
cohort thumps him on the chest and bids
him to start again. For two minutes, Shephard sings and Charlie moans along.
In another scene Charlie sets eyes on a
woman, Brady, for the first time in 40,000
years. Only one thing is on his mind.
Shephard fends off Charlie, yelling as
harshly as he can, "She’s mine. She’s
mine." Respecting Shephard’s claim,
Charlie retreats and disappears into a
cave, then reappears with a sprinkler in
hand and offers it to Shephard in trade.
Despite Lone’s performance, however, "Iceman" is not an outright winner.
The film has at least two negative aspects
to it.

Doctors Stanley Shephard (Timothy Hutton) and Diane Brady

( Lindsay Crouse) meet the Iceman, played by John Lone.

While Charlie is brought to the 1980’s,
he is never really introduced to it.
Throughout most of the movie, Charlie is
merely observed in the terrarium, and is
never guided by his good friend Shephard
to modern conveniences (computers, fast
food, etc.).
There are also a couple of inane exchanges between Shephard and the scientists that appear to be arguments for argument’s sake alone. With the plot already

firmly established, these exchanges do
little save beat the viewer over the head
with the fact that Shephard is a true humanitarian.
While not perfect, Lone’s sensitive depiction of Charlie, along with a strong ending, still make "Iceman" a recommendable film. It probably will not win an
Academy Award, but amidst the trash
that proliferates the theaters, it is a quiet
gem.

’Stone’ adventure comes up displaced
By Nick Gillis
Gather ’round, kiddies. I’m here to tell you a bedtime adventure story that only you’d believe. It’s about
a whole bunch of people who drop everything to search
for a legendary Spanish treasure. I’ll give it a cutesy,
catchy name, like "Romancing the Stone."
The truth is, it’s a current motion picture that almost lives up to its expectations on film. But, before you
fork over five clams, let me forewarn you.
,
Referred to as a romantic adventure, "Romancing"
left me curious about Producer Michael Douglas’ intentions.
For example, why does co-star Kathleen Turner
("Body Heat") gradually grow more attractive as the
movie unfolds? And how do she and Douglas escape
without a scratch after being chased through the jungles

After being trapped in the jungles of South
America, Joan (Kathleen Turner) tries

of Colombia by hundreds of terrorists, who’re all after a
fake-looking emerald?
Finally, if this is a "true adventure," why was I
drowsy by the time the storybook ending took place?
Academy Award winner Douglas makes a departure from his more serious roles in "Coma" and "The
China Syndrome," playing the rugged, fearless rogue
named Jack Colton. Douglas epitomizes the romantic
hero, displaying the lighter side of his personality. He
comes off as a class-B Indiana Jones.
Having the audience accept Turner as the shy, successful romance novelist named Joan Wilder is too
much to ask. She simply doesn’t fit.
Her safe, isolated New York City existence ends
when she learns that her sister is being held captive in
Cartagena by a couple of thugs who demand a treasure
map that Turner unknowingly possesses as ransom

bargaining with Jack (Michael Douglas)
to lead her back to civilization.

Turner, who claims she’ll wait forever for the right
hunk, thinks a "real" man is honest, trustworthy, sincere, etc. "He’s out there somewhere," she sighs. Good
luck dear, and pack your lipstick.
She spends the first portion of the film celebrating
with her cat and, generally, polishing her halo. No
sooner does she step off the plane in South America than
she is tricked into taking the wrong bus by a corrupt Colombian Federate, who has trailed her from the Big
Apple. Eventually, she finds herself deserted within a
deep jungle.
As the film unfolds, Turner realizes she is living out
the fantasy alter-ego named Angelina that most of her
novels center around. Angelina is constantly rescued
from hoods by another fantasy hero named Jesse. Guess
who ends up filling those shoes?
Most of the movie’s chase is filmed in Mexico during
heavy downpours, lending some credibility to the action
sequences. The beauty of the terrain is captured well by
the cameras, and the village scenery adds a touch of
flair.
Also in a lead role is Danny DeVito (a.k.a. Louis DePalma) as one of the Americans holding Turner’s sister
DeVito, who became a semi-phenom after his Taxi
role, displays no new style here. He’s barking out sarcastic barbs every minute. If it wasn’t for the jungle
background, you’d think the little tyrant was in his dispatcher’s cage back in the city.
"Romancing the Stone" attempts a light, comic
twist through much of it, even during the violent sequences. When a crocodile bites off the hand of a crook
who’s holding the emerald, for example, I wasn’t sure if
I was supposed to laugh or not. Some members of the audience did, but it sure was bloody.
To be fair, the film isn’t all that bad. The storyline.
however, seems aimed at children who’re always up for
a tale of adventure in some strange land. Much of the
plot is downright unbelievable. But then again, most
kiddie stories are.
The movie is Douglas’ third feature as a producer,
and the first in which he has both produced and starred
in since his "The China Syndrome" in 1979. His first production was the blockbuster "One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest."
With such a track record, you’d expect a bit more
from "Romancing." In its entirety, the film falls close,
but no cigar.
Well, two out of three ain’t bad.
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’St. Deb’ tackles issue of incest

Play moves viewers with delicate topic
By Cheri Barton
Powerful one word which best sums up the 1983
Harold C. Crain award-winning play about sexual child
abuse.
"St. Deb or the Man Who Loved Everybody," by
John Denham, is a deeply moving drama about a subject that, until recently, was more or less taboo.
The play effectively deals with the guilt, the consequences, and the confusion of its victims.
.
The intimate revelations about anger expressed
by Elizabeth Gacs, who plays Deborah, in her monologue in the final act reflect the boldness of the play.
Some parts will bring you to tears, others will trouble you; most of the scenes will put you on edge, and
none of it will make you smile.
With its long monologues and sensitive subject matter, this is the type of play that demands discipline and
above all, fierce concentration, from its actors.
The play is effective in the sense that it forces you to
see, feel, and ultimately experience the consequences of
the crime or the joke on its victims, as Denham calls
it.
Denham said he modeled this play after an uncle of
his who was always playing pratical jokes on people.
Denham asked himself what was the worst joke a man
could play on his family incest.
The use of a non-proscenium stage (one which allows the audience to be at the same floor level with the

actors) works to intensify the experience, and gives the
illusion of the audience being a part of the play and not
just a witness to events.
The play takes place in 1916 and takes us all the way
through to 1967. It is about a man named Roy Haddon, a
traveling evangelist. He uses his religion as a hypocritical crutch to justify sexually abusing his four children.
The play is a recount of Haddon’s life, a witnessing
of the truth he refuses to acknowledge. In scenes involving flashbacks of his past, his life is portrayed just as he
lived it. Although he is surrounded by reality, he still
sees and remembers his life the way he wants to.
Finally, it is about the lives of his children and the
consequences they suffer. In a dramatic ending, the last
scene shows the one child he abused the most, and the
result of the self destruction he inflicted upon her.
This is the first run for the play, and although it was
originally intended for a much older cast, the actors
give an exemplary performance in putting a play of this
maturity level on.
The play will run from April 26-28 in the SJSU Studio
Theatre. This play should not be missed, not only because of the outstanding performance from the cast, but
mostly because the subject of the play is unique to the
drama world.
Although the subject mater is dealt with tastefully
and openly, the play is not recommended for young children.

Above, Haddon Roy (Ron Pate) relives his
funeral. Below, the ladies of "St. Deb."
Left, Franse (Daniel Touris) picks up
"girl" (Kirra Jepson) in a bar. Below left,
abused brother Franse and sister Am
(Beth Angood) make a cross sign with
their arms, their symbol for their oldest
sister, St. Deb.

Photos by
Michael McGuire
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Noble savage swings to life
By Patty Kamysz
From Johnny Weissmuller to Miles O’Keefe, there’s
never been a Taman I liked until Christopher Lambert swung into action in "Greystoke: The Legend of
Tarzan, Lord of the Apes."
Lambert, as Tarzan, is no muscle-building stud. Instead he’s lean, mean and savage, exactly what a jungle-bred male should be. With his deep-set panther eyes,
lithe body and primal screams, there’s no denying he’s
demigod over the chimps and apes of the African jungle.
More than that, he’s an intelligent and emotional
savage, and as such, "Greystoke" brings to the screen
the most accurate depiction of Edgar Rice Burroughs’
"Tarzan of the Apes."
The author’s pristine idea was not of some knifethumping idiot who swings along vines and tackles alligators. No, Tarzan ( meaning "white-skin" in ape language) is a noble savage. An orphaned infant reared by
a colony of apes, he rises above them as leader and protector and learns on his own to conceptualize, read and
realize he’s not just an albino ape.
Though the movie is touted as bringing Burroughs’
story to the screen "exactly as he conceived it," it has
its incongruous moments. In the film he is never called
Tarzan, only "ooh, ooh, ooh" by the apes and "Johnny"
- ..ty Jane and his grandfather: a Belgian explorer teaches him the rudiments of the English language, he does
not learn on his own; and he meets Jane in his ancestral
home of Scotland instead of by rescuing her from the
perilous jungle.
But what the heck. After watching Weissmuller’s hilarious impersonation of a jungle hick, and bodacious
Bo Derek’s antics with a grunting, but handsome clod,
"Greystoke" is a welcome relief.
It starts out accurately enough. Lord Clayton and
wife embark on a journey into Africa and end up marooned in the wild, rich velvet lands, surrounded by vicious apes. Baby Clayton is born and quickly orphaned.
A female ape, Kala ( Ailsa Berk), mourning over the loss
of her baby, takes him under her wing.
Some 20 years later, this descendent of Greystoke
can forage trunks for lice, use a knife as well as his
hands and teeth for weapons, mimic the cries of the jungle, and run and swim more swiftly than his lumbering
primates.
About this time the story is altered from Burroughs’
novel. A wounded explorer, Phillippe D ’Arnot (Ian
Holm), stumbles onto Tarzan, who promptly nutures
him back to health. Within six months yes, it’s far too
soon to be credible D ’Arnot teaches him to speak
English and French, and to understand past, present
and future enough to travel back to the Greystoke home
in Scotland.
"Taman" Clayton gapes at the brocaded curtains,
the life-size portraits of his relatives, and the lovely, lilywhite Jane Porter ( Andie MacDowell). But he has an inescapable problem: Despite the riches, he’d rather be
sucking wet leaves and monkeying around in the rain
forest.
And imbedded in his newly born conscience is his
grandfather (the late Ralph Richardson), proudly pro-
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claiming the land his to carry on and care for. What’s a
poor jungle boy to do?
how to choose beHis dilemma is stimulating
tween the laws of culture and the laws of the jungle?
"Greystoke," for all its slow moments during the Scotland scenes, brings the dilemma to life instead of remaining an adventurous fantasy. As director and coproducer Hugh Hudson (who directed the Academy
Award winning "Chariots of Fire") says, "It is about
the ape beneath the man and the man beneath the ape."
The jungle scenes, which run through half of the
film, are intriguing as they show the raw savagery,
competition and struggle between the apes. Some of
Tarzan’s hairy friends are real, the others, specifically
his foster parents, are actors.
Make-up artist Rick Baker has done an outstanding
job with costume and Peter Elliot (choreographer of
"Quest for Fire") has transformed them into waddling,
clamoring anthropoids, instead of the usual cute
chimps.
The cinematography of Cameroon, West Africa is
astounding with its lofty shots of gushing, white waterfalls, impenetrable forests and the unplanned eruption
of Mount Cameroon.
Though the cast had its problems, including a huge
water python rapping itself around the propeller of the
special effects boat, and the temporary refusal of the
tribes to participate in the hunting scenes because the
river gods would become angry, none of this is reflected
in the film.
The entire acting cast is supurb, with each member
biting into his role and churning out character and
depth. Newcomer Lambert, of course, steals the show
with his erratic switching between man and ape. MacDowell, also a newcomer, is the quintessential Jane
soft, wide-eyed, patient and empathetic as Tarzan’s teacher and eventual lover.
Richardson gives a wonderful final performance of
his career ( he died shortly after the movie was filmed)

Newcomer Christopher Lambert plays the
panther-eyed
savage,
alias
Earl
of
Greystoke, in the latest version of Tarzan.
as grandfather and Sixth Earl of Greystoke. He’s the expected stuffed shirt, but he’s also warm and jovial as he
follows his grandson’s weird habits. When Clayton
drinks his soup by way of mouth-to-bowl the earl’s eyes
light up, he mutters "I hate spoons" and he proceeds to
slurp from his own bowl.
What Hudson has created is a gorgeous film paralleling the dog-eat-dog freedom of the jungle and the secure but boorish society of 18th Century England. It’s
the old "heridity vs. environment" clash, but more than
that, it’s a poignant story about a man emotionally confused about which roots he should choose.
After all the atrocious versions of Tarzan, what
more could one ask from this him?

Penn hops into new image
By Joe Roderick
Sean Penn, who made a name for himself as the obnoxious, but hilarious, Jeff Spiccoli in the forgettable
"Fast Times at Ridgemont High," has returned as the
relatively low-key Henry "Hopper" Nash in "Racing
with the Moon."
But that’s not so good for those who are accustomed
to Penn as the rebellious wonder only he can portray.
Oh, Hopper, who got his nickname for his ability to hop
onto high-speed freight trains with his buddy Nicky
( Nicolas Cage), occasionally rekindles memories of
Spiccoli.
So for all you Spiccoli fans, "Hey man, this flick’s
totally bogus."
But for those of you out there who like an old-fashioned romance, maybe this movie’s for you. In fact, I’d
venture to say this is the best post -Academy Awards
movie out.
Oh, don’t get me wrong, "Racing" isn’t great. But
what else is out these days? The newest "Friday the
13th" episode isn’t going to come close to an Academy.
And speaking of Academies, is "Police Academy" making anybody do much else but throw up?
"Racing," though, has hardly garnered any attention. It was even ripped to pieces by a couple of critics.
I spotted a few flaws here and there, but I enjoyed
"Racing." I enjoyed Penn, who besides his Spiccoli role,
turned in a good effort in "Bad Boys" last year. And
"Racing" makes three fine performances in a row for
him.
I get the feeling that Penn isn’t taken seriously by
people in the movie industry. It’s tough to see the Academy handing out an invitation to the kid who played
Jeff Spiccoli.
Perhaps Penn is trying to shed that buffoon-like
image. His role as Hopper may start him on the road to
respectability.
Hopper falls in love with a local girl, Caddie Winger
( Elizabeth McGovern). McGovern is relatively new in
the industry. She’s a cute girl with an adorable baby
face. She’s the kind of rosy -checked girl you’d see in a
Norman Rockwell drawing.

But McGovern isn’t just another pretty face she’s
does well with what I suspect is some weak dialogue.
The rebel of the movie is Nicky, who talks of going
off to war to shoot up "Japs" and "Nazis" in World War
H. But for all his patriotism, Nicky’s a little rough
around the edges. He drinks excessively, and also wants
to indulge in sex in the same manner.
For a minute, you’re wondering if they got the parts
right. Isn’t Penn supposed to be the wild, crazy kid? And
shouldn’t Cage be the relatively level-headed guy?
No, not in this movie. Hopper even says to Nicky,
"I’ve had it with you. You’re always screwing up my
life."
Meanwhile, Hopper’s relationship with Caddie
couldn’t be sweeter. It’s one of those first-love
relationships that just about everyone goes through.
Even the iciest of hearts is melted by Hopper’s and Caddie’s romance.
Even the setting
the coastal town of Point Muir
(Mendocino, really) adds to the love affair. Point
Muir is a sleepy little town where everybody is on a first name basis.
But Hopper initially thinks Caddie has moved into
the mansion on the outskirts of town. Actually, Caddie is
the daughter of a maid who works in the house.
So while Hopper thinks he’s in love with a pretty
little rich girl, he’s really dating someone as poor as his
grave-digging father. It makes for some awkward moments, but love is love. Hopper could care less how poor
Caddie is.
This movie isn’t all sugar and spice, though. Nicky
has gotten a local girl pregnant and needs to come up
with $150 for an abortion.
Hopper and Nicky try conning a couple of navy boys
in a high-stakes game of table pool. This scene may be
the most thrilling of the movie
Hopper battling it out
with a guy name Bill for the dough.
And finally, Hopper and Caddie bid farewell to each
other when Hopper and Nicky go off to fight the bad
guys in WWII. As they all say good-bye, Caddie hands
Hopper a snapshot of her for his wallet.
It’s a little corny, but I’ve seen worse many times
before.
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SJSU STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
Friday:
Agent Orange.
FARGOS, 2540 California St., Mountain View
Today: Joe Sharino. Friday, Saturday: Starrider.
JD’S LARIAT, 93 S. Central Ave., Campbell
Today, Friday, Saturday: Touch ’n Go.
SMOKEY MOUNTAIN, 33 S. Central Ave., Campbell Friday: Hush. Sunday: Legend. Monday: Heartbeats.
KEYSTONE BERKELEY, 2119 University Ave.,
Berkeley Today: Bill Nelson’s Vistamix. Friday:
Blind Illusion, Trauma. Saturday: John Lee Hooker.
Monday: Metal Storm.

Club action
KEYSTONE PALO ALTO. 260 California Ave., Palo
Alto
Today: Wang Chung, Moscow. Friday: Eddie
and the Tide. Sunday: K.C. Craine and the Conditions,
Shakes. Monday: Blue Cheer, Wizard, Sexx.
THE STONE, 412 Broadway, San Francisco
Today: Jeff Berlin’s Vox Humana. Friday: Wang
Chung, Stash. Saturday: Eddie and the Tide, Suzie Caruze. Tuesday: Final Thrust. Wednesday Brocus Helm.
NILES STATION, 37501 Niles Blvd., Fremont
Today: Beyond. Friday: Electric Wood. Saturday:
Hush. Wednesday: Ron Thompson & The Resistors.
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ESSEX JUNCTION, 510 El Paseo De Saratoga, San
Jose Today, Friday, Saturday: Wildfire.
WARFIELD THEATRE, San Francisco Saturday, Sunday: Elvis Costello, T-Bone Burnett (sold out).
Today: Motley
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Crue (sold out I.
COW PALACE: Sunday, Monday: Scorpions, Bon
Jovi (Sunday sold out I.
UPCOMING: Rush, Van Haien, James Taylor,
Joe Jackson, Thomas Dolby, Laurie Anderson, Romantics, The Alarm, Gang of Four. (Check local ticket agencies for dates and places).
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Melodrama produces hilarity
Gaslighter Theater
offers family fun
By Cindy Roberts
Don’t expect the usual
night of theater when going
to see melodrama at
Campbell’s
Gaslighter
Theater. This is a company
that breaks all the rules.
Its members converse
openly with their audience,
the set is prone to fall apart
in the middle of a scene,
and forgotten lines provoke
fits of giggles from fellow
actors.
But no need to worry.
those at the Gaslighter
take nothing seriously,
least of all themselves.
They are currently
presenting a new melodrama, "The Angel of Alviso Slough or Dirty Deeds
at Dry Diggins," followed
by a vaudeville show.
To get you in the mood,
you are brought to your
seat by ushers costumed in
turn-of-the-century garb.
Shadow boxes filled with
old costumes decorate the
walls of the theater.
In front of your seat is
a tray holding a bowl of
popcorn. The waitress will
refill the popcorn all night,
so there’s plenty to eat, and
to throw at the villain.
"Angel
of
Alviso
Slough" has all the required melodramatic ingredients the dastardly
villain,
Bartley
Cavanaugh, the heroine, Melanie Mannerly, and the
hero, Sonny Simpson.
Before the show begins, emcee Craig Lockhart makes sure the audience has a suitable boohiss for the villain, cheer
for the hero, and heartfelt
"awww" for the heroine

With all in check, the show
begins.
The plot is stock melodrama stuff. The villain,
played by Lockhart, wants
to get his hands on Montgomery Mannerly’s (Richard Gaetano) Last Chance
Mine.
He also wants to get his
on
Mannerly’s
hands
daughter, Melanie, played
by Marcie Weston. In an effort to do away with Mannerly, he tosses dynamite
into the mine.
Thinking he’s done his
dirty deed, he rushes to
Mrs. Mannerly ( Nancy Tuthill) to console her in her
hour of grief, and to take
all of those pesky business
matters (i.e., ownership of
the mine) off her hands.
Slimy character, this Cavanaugh.
Always stepping in at
the last minute to save the
day is hero Sonny Simpson,
played by Jeffrey Brown,
who is carrying a torch for
Melanie.
Other characters are
saloon-keeper Ruby Scarlett (Vicki Swanson-Johnson), whose past was her
torture; Little Running
Mouth
( Heather
Hill gates), the Indian maiden
whose mission was of
mercy; and Henry Plummer ( Richard Stafetas),
the salesman whose line is
dynamite.
This is corny stuff
here, and no one knows it
better than the actors. By
the end of the show, any resemblance to the script
was purely coincidental.
Swanson-Johnson and
Stafetas stood together in
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their loudly striped costumes and announced,
"We’re a test pattern!"
That set off a string of adlibs that had the audience
and the actors in stitches.
All turned out well,
falling
with
everyone
madly in love, except of
course, for the dastardly
Cavanaugh who meets his
proper fate.
Lockhart’s Cavanaugh
is superbly villainous and
When
he
dastardly.
schemes, his eyes scheme,
his fingers scheme his
whole body schemes.
"And I’m not going to
buy any of your lousy coo-

kies, either!" he hisses to a
group of girl scouts attending the show.
Swanson-Johnson adds
the right touch of Mae West
to Ruby Scarlett, and Richard Stafetas takes the nothing role of Henry Plummer
and characterizes it beautifully into one of the funniest people in the show.
Weston and Brown, the
younger cast members,
are more self-conscious
and don’t have the presence the rest of the cast
does, but everyone gets a
chance to shine in the vaudeville show.
This 45-minute presen-

tation showcases each actor’s talents.
Tuthill’s singing voice
filled the rafters. SwansonJohnson did a great parody
on country- western singers. She was a cross between Dolly Parton and
Patsy Kline, and looked
like something right out of
"Beach Blanket Babylon."
She wore a tight, spangled pant suit, and a blond
wig that stood two feet
high. When she turned to
the side, we saw that the
"wig" was really a piece of
cardboard with white curls
pasted on it.
All-in-all, this is fun,

family
entertainment.
These performers throw
everything they’ve got into
the show, and not only that,
they’re having the times of
their lives doing it.
"The Angel of Alviso
Slough or Dirty Deeds at
Dry Diggins" runs through
July 28, with performances
every Friday evening at
8:30 and Saturdays at 7:30
p.m. and 10:30 p.m.
Tickets are $6.50 in advance and $7.50 at the door.
For more information call
the Gaslighter Theater at
866-1408.

Billy tells five, Ballet smells live
By Warren Bates
Shaking up the music industry once again is Diana
Ross. Ross is endorsing a new brand Of pantyhose which
will feature her name on every pair. Look for that marketing strategy to sink fast.
* * *

trivia
Cowchip throwers unite. Spandau Ballet ran into a
bit of misfortune in the Midwest ( the specifics of this
drastic incident are really sketchy at this point). Apparently, the Midwesterners thought they were at a Stray
Cats concert and weren’t prepared for a bunch of preening Boxy Music imitators. In an attempt to display serious concerns about nouveau bourgeoisie music, someone planted a stinkbomb backstage. That’s tellin"em.
* 5 *
Quickies: Sting has now become an unwed father.
Carol Bozzio, sister of Terry Bozzio of U.K., Frank
Zappa, Missing Persons fame has formed her own band
called Phallistic. . .00ps. that’s Ballistic Missiles.
5 * *
More Quickies: Was that David Clayton Thomas,
ex -The Guess Who lead vocalist, singing those Good Seasons commercials? Sony has made a deal with MTV to
release MTV specials and the like on videocassettes.
* 5 *
Why does this guy get so much attention department: Billy Idol, rebel without a yell, revealed his five
favorite films: I. Deep Throat 2. Apocalypse Now; 3.
Lovin’ You; 4. Jailhouse Rock; 5. The Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari.
* * *
"Local Sounds." a new music video show, is now
for
videotapes
in
all styles from local artists.
looking
The show will air on KCAT, a cable station originating
out of Los Gatos.You can send those tapes to Local

Sounds c/o KCAT, 20 High School Court, Los Gatos,
Calif. 95030.
* 5 *
Working on new albums are: Oingo Boingo, Herbie
Hancock, Echo and the Bunnymen, Bruce Springsteen,
David Lindley, Teddy Pendergrass, Steve Miller, Y ampersand T, Chuck Mangione, The Waitresses, Scandal
and Ronnie Milsap. Not working on new albums are:
Bobby Boris Pickett & the Crypt -kicker Five and The
Kahlumnist.
* 5 *
Toto has now gotten its collective fingers into many
pies. The group composed the boxing theme for the ’84
summer Olympic games, is working on the soundtrack
for Dino DeLaurentis’ upcoming film "Dune" and has
an album coming out under its own name in late May.
Guitarist Steve Lukather explained the motivation for
doing so many projects: "Hey, it costs megabucks to
air-condition our Bel-Air estates."
* 5 *
Steve Lukather has sued the Spartan Daily for 8450
billion for not quoting him correctly. Reportedly, Lukather has estates in Huntington Beach, Malibu and
Beverly Hills, but not in Bel-Air. Also, he really didn’t
say diddly-squat about air-conditioning and megabucks,
although he probably would have if he would have let us
interview him.
* 5 *
Journey’s Steve Perry has released a solo album.
Don’t buy it; it just encourages him. Enough said about
this subject.
* * *
Band-in-mouth award goes to the Clash. The group
has recently had some embarrassing moments because
of its choices of opening acts. In Leeds, they were musically humbled by the obscure Three Johns. Another
opening artist, Billy Bragg, reworked the Clash’s
"Should I Stay or Should I Go?" to "Did He Go or Was
He Pushed?" However the Clash keeps plugging away.
Apparently this band can’t be given enough rope.

